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ABSTRACT
This research work examines the process of block copolymer membrane fabrication by
self-assembly combined by non solvent induced phase separation. Self-assembly takes
place from the preparation of the primordial solution until the moment of immersion in
a non solvent bath. These mechanisms are driven thermodynamically but are limited
by kinetic factors. It is shown in this work how the ordering of the assembly of micelles
is improved by the solution parameters such as solvent quality and concentration of
block copolymer. Order transitions are detected, yielding changes in the morphology.
The evaporation of the solvents after casting is demonstrated to be essential to reach
optimum membrane structure. The non solvent bath stops the phase separation at
an optimum evaporation time.
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Chapter I
Introduction
Nanostructured membranes with high uniformity and pore density prepared from
micellar self-assembly of copper(II) ion-polystyrene-b-poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PS-bP4VP) complexes were successfully achieved and reproduced in our group [1]. This
accomplishment is a great improvement for membranes in terms of sharp pore size
distribution with help of metal-directed supra-molecular chemistry. The aggregation
state of the micelles in solution and the balance of thermodynamic and kinetic factors
are shown to play an important role in the mechanism of pore formation for this type
of membrane.
In the case of the membrane published by Nunes et al. [1] a solvent mixture of
DMF/THF with the block copolymer and copper acetate forms micelles in solution.
The copper ions stabilize the micelles, which form a nice nanostructured layer on the
surface while the solvent mixture evaporates. The film is then immersed in water for
a fast water-solvent exchange. Water is a bad solvent for the copolymer. Ordered
assembly morphology is maintained in the upper layer (400 nm) and macrophase
separation is induced by the water in the bulk. Figure I.1 shows the micelles in
solution and Figures I.2 shows the final membrane surface morphology.
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16

Figure I.1: cryo-SEM of DMF/THF solution of Cu2+ - PS-b-P4VP [1].

Figure I.2: SEM surface images of PS-b-P4VP membranes obtained by micelle assembly [1].
The manufactured membrane has high porosity of 2.3x1010 per cm2 , which is
significantly higher than track etched membranes with same porous dimension of
10 nm of diameter. Due to this factor the water flux reached is of 890Lm−2 h−1 bar−1 .

17
This membrane presents another exciting property of being stimuli responsive to
pH changes. These properties are of extreme value for filtration, not only in an
environmental perspective of water treatment but also for biomedical applications
such as hemodialysis [5]. The monodisperse upper layer of the membrane can be used
as a template for fabrication of inorganic nanorods for electronic applications, once
the uniformity of the holes are comparable to anodized alumina oxide and superior to
tracked etched membranes, usually used for such application [6–9]. Other possibilities
of templating that require asymmetric vertical phase separation, such as conducting
films for organic solar cell applications can be explored with this membrane [10]. The
previous success of the group to achieve the first reproducible monodisperse stimulisensitive membrane with high porosity from self-assembly of micelles is an inspiration
to investigate the mechanism of self-assembly on a deeper level. The influence of the
solvents and additives such as the use of other block copolymers opens a new range
of possibilities to help understand and tailor future nanostructured membranes.
Other studies of this process of membrane fabrication include the use of different
diblock and triblock copolymers, such as polyisoprene and poly(ethylene oxide) [11–
14]. The use of additives to the block copolymer solution has been explored by
different groups. Madhavan et al. [15] have used organic functionalized molecules with
-OH and -COOH groups as complexing agents to tailor the morphology of PS-b-P4VP
membranes. Clodt et al. [16] added carbohydrates to the block copolymer solution
with the same purpose, with the concern to keep the final membrane biocompatible
for biomedical application. The PS-b-P4VP membrane prepared with the method
described in this work was able to successfully separate proteins of similar size by
chagerd-based separation. Qiu et al. [17] have successfully separated bovine serum
albumin(66 kDa) and globulin-γ (65 kDa) proving the potential of this membrane for
biological and pharmaceutical separation application.
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I.1

Objectives and Contributions

A qualitative analysis of the formation of block copolymer membranes from selfassembly of micelles and non solvent induced phase separation is the main objective
of this dissertation. Experimental work was carried on in each step of the process of
manufacture of such membrane. The use of x-ray scattering techniques such as small
angle x-ray scattering together with cryo eletron microscopy were used in the casting
solution. In situ techniques of grazing incidence small angle x-ray scattering and
cryo microscopy were used to characterize the evaporation stage prior to immersion
in water. This work is also complementary to a theoretical work of another member
of the group that explores modeling and simulations of the same system. The final
part of this dissertation covers some applications of this nanoporous block copolymer
membrane. A coating technique commonly used at the semi conductor industry is
applied for the first time on these block copolymer membranes. With this coating the
pore sizes are reduced in a controlled way, allowing the selectivity of the membrane
to be tunned.

Chapter II
Literature Review
This chapter is a literature review of the processes involved in the proposed method
of membrane fabrication. To start, information on block copolymer self-assembly is
presented, as well as the understanding of how to induce this assembly by selective
solvents. Then a review of the main characterization tools used in this work is done.
And finally, the known method of membrane fabrication by non-solvent induced phase
separation is reported. This process is important not only because of its importance
as a commonly used method for membrane fabrication, but also because the final
part of the proposed fabrication mechanism consists of the same technique.

II.1

Block copolymer self-assembly

Block copolymers are organic materials formed by two or more segments of distinct
homopolymers connected by a covalent bond. The chemically distinct blocks interact
differently with their surroundings, being able to have both hydrophobic and hydrophilic behavior. They are called amphiphilic block copolymers. The interaction
between the distinct blocks is described by the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter [18]:
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χAB = (

Z
1
)[εAB − ( )(εAA + εBB )]
kB T
2

(II.1)

where Z is the number or nearest neighbors monomers and εAB is the interaction
energy per monomer of A and B.
The Flory-Huggins parameter is widely used to quantify the polymer-solvent and
polymer-polymer interactions. It is defined as the free energy cost of contact per
monomer. It is a unitless number when defined in terms of the thermal energy unit
kB T . If χAB > 0 the free-energy of interaction between the polymer branches will
induce repulsion, while χAB < 0 will induce mixing. This parameter is also highly
dependent on temperature.
For most cases, polymer-polymer Flory-Huggins parameters are positive. Therefore segregation occurs in solution and molten stages. This order of segregation is
called microphase separation. The length scale of the segregation is limited by the
sizes of the polymer chains [19]. For block copolymer melts this length scale is defined
by the molecular weight, while for solutions of block copolymers the solvent quality
is also a determinant factor.
Polymers can assemble in four degrees of organization, such as proteins assemble to
form many well known biological structures [20]. The first one, or primary structure,
is relative to the conformation of the monomer branches within each block. It is
dominated by steric factors and is closely related to the mechanic properties of each
polymer in the block. It is also related to the bond mobility, therefore being intrinsic
to the polymer chemical composition.
The secondary structure is formed by the conformation of the chains within themselves due to hydrogen bonds or other week interaction forces. This is the first stage of
self-assembly and some ordered structural motifs can be formed such as coils, helixes
and sheets. The tertiary structure is formed when the motifs pack together to form
a macrostructure and the quaternary structure is the combination of several tertiary
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structures.
Although the term micro and macro conformation apply to these degrees of organization, it is important to distinguish between the terms micro and macro phase
separation in block copolymer science. Microphase separation, as discussed before,
is driven by the Flory-Huggins interactions between the blocks [18]. Macrophase
separation is the formation of two bulk segregated phases in the macroscopic range.
This is not achievable for block copolymers due to covalent bond between the blocks.
A refined explanation on the mechanism of the self-assembly in block copolymers is
given by Matsen and Bates [21, 22].
Due to this self-assembly characteristics in the nanoscale, block copolymers had
become promising building blocks for the bottom-up approach of fabrication of nanostructures [20]. The control of this structures had become focus of a lot of research,
targeting the markets of microelectronic fabrication, nanolitography, drug delivery,
cosmetics and nanostructured membranes for transport of gas and water [23, 24].
There are many ways of controlling these microstructures. One way is by selecting
solvents that are good for some blocks while bad for other blocks, causing micellization
[18, 25–27]. Another way is by synthesizing new block copolymers with chemically
distinct blocks, or different number of blocks (diblock, triblocks, or more) and also by
changing the branching by creating new bounds, such as difunctional, trifunctional,
triangle and circular polymers [28–31]. It is possible also to obtain kinetic control in
the self assembly of charged blocks [32]. Other techniques to direct the self-assembly
of block copolymers, such as lithography chemical patterning and templating are
reviewed along with other more traditional techniques by Rodrı́guez-Hernández [26].
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II.2

Block copolymer micelles in selective solvent
solutions

The self-assembly properties of block copolymers in selective solvents have been explored for decades in academia and industry. The formation of micelles is present in
emulsions, surfactants, drug delivery and cosmetic industry. The interaction between
micelles plays an important role in the control of the rheological properties of the
solutions, in special in a high concentration regime [33]. In the fabrication of the
membranes by combined self-assembly and non solvent induced phase separation, the
casting solutions studied are in the semi-dilute and concentrated regime. However, in
the block copolymer literature the melt phase and diluted concentration have been
more extensively explored [34].
Micellization is an enthalpic process of reduction of free-energy. The unfavorable
enthalpic interactions between the hydrophobic block and the solvent are avoided
with the formation of micelles [35]. These micelles can be spherical, elongated and
cylindrical, depending on the volume ratio of the blocks and the solvent quality [31,36,
37]. A model of micellization has been published by Zhisheng and Eisenberg [38]. An
introduction to the general aspects of micellization, such as the structure, dynamics
and characterization methods is reviewed by Gohy J.-F. [39].
The morphological changes of block copolymer melt in a wide range of concentrations is caused by the Flory-Huggins interaction of the different blocks within
themselves. Order-disorder transition (ODT) and disorder-order transitions (DOT)
are found in block copolymers solutions with the change of concentration or temperature [40]. Once in a solution, the interactions of one or more solvents add to
the effect of the interaction of the blocks. Selective solvents will induce the formation of micelles, and those can also undergo morphology transitions, in particular
DOT [41, 42].
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Not only block copolymers micelles undergo DOT and ODT. It has been observed
in systems of hard and soft spherical materials [43]. Different sizes of blocks lead
to specific architectures of micelles. The corona can be thin with a large core if
the hydrophobic section has a larger volume fraction. These are known as crew-cut
micelles [44–46]. Inversely, the corona can be long compared to the core, becoming
similar to a star-like polymer [47]. The intermicelle interactions are different in each
case and can lead to different morphologies at the DOT. These interactions between
coronas are particularly important at high concentrations. McConnell et al. [41]
detected experimentally with SAXS the different DOT for several micelle architectures
of poly(styrene-b-isoprene), obtained with polymers of different relative block lengths.
In a later work, the same group was able to predict theoretically the DOT with models
based in density functional theory (DFT) and hard-sphere models [42].
It is then clear that the need to understand concentrated micelle solutions goes
beyond the knowledge of micelles in diluted solutions. In especial due to the role that
selective solvents play in such systems [48]. Watanabe et al. [49] described the ordered
morphology of block copolymer micelles as macrolattice. The phenomenon of DOT
was explained by the minimization of free energy while maintaining the entropic need
of the polymeric chains. The ODT is then possible when perturbations are introduced,
for instance when a stronger solvent interact with the chains. Even small shear can
cause a ODT in dilute solutions because the interactions are very week. According
to Watanabe et al. what makes the concentrated micelle solution so especial is the
ability of maintaining the macrolattice even under flow. This is possible because
in concentrated solutions the osmotic compressibility of the micelles overcome the
entropic factors. This is the main reason behind the possibility of manufacturing the
membranes in this work, in which the self-assembly micelles in solution keep their
order after casting.
In posterior works, Pleštil et al. [50] was able to detect viscosity changes in concen-
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trated solutions of di and triblock copolymers of butadiane and styrene, but without
identifying the macrolattice. Lodge et al. [48] examined solutions of di and triblock
formed by styrene and isoprene at constant concentration, but at different temperature. The solvent chosen, di-n-butyl phthalate, crosses the theta solvent temperature
in the selected range, becoming a better solvent for the core with the increase of
temperature. It was observed that the corona-core interface was smeared with the
dilution of the core, which was noticed in SAXS experiments by the decrease in the
scattering intensity. Also a peak shift was observed, indicating a decrease of intermicellar distance. However, the concentration of the solution remained constant, which
leads to the conclusion that the micelles are changing shape. This was confirmed by
form factor analysis, that gave a good fit for an ellipsoidal shape. Thus, Lodge et al.
showed that in systems where the core is diluted, anisotropy can be observed.
Hamley et al. [51] examined the diblock alcohol ethoxylate diblock copolymer
C17 E40 in a range of concentrations from 15 to 70 wt%, finding that a BCC macrolattice was formed above 25 wt% (DOT) and above 60 wt% a coexistence of lamellar and
BCC phase was detected. The concentration above 25 wt% was called hard gel, while
below that value it was considered a soft-gel, due to notable rheological differences
in the solution. In a later work, Hamley and Lodge combined both works by using
a theta solvent for one of the blocks in di and triblock copolymers of polystyrene
and polyisoprene, with changes in concentration and temperature [33]. A variety of
different phases and phase transitions were detected, such as hexagonal and lamellar
lattices. SAXS and rheology proved to be reliable tools to detect transitions in hight
concentration micelle solutions, detecting the packing changes prior to ODT. The
same system was later explored by Pedersen [52], with the additional characterization tool of SANS. The anisotropy of the micelles was proved to be significant and
therefore making the determination of the structural factor more difficult, as such is
based in centrosymmetric interactions. This fact inspired following works of modeling
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of the scattering of block copolymer micelles [53–58].

II.3

X-ray scattering techniques applied to block
copolymers

X-ray scattering is a powerful tool to determine the morphology of block copolymers
and has been largely applied in the field [59]. Different experiments can be performed
by changing the experimental set up, each one providing a different information on
the sample. Different methods of x-ray scattering were developed, such as Wide
and Small Angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS and SAXS), Grazing Incidence Small and
Wide angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS and GIWAXS) and Anomalous or Resonant
Scattering.
The wide angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) is historically the first method of scattering, from which SAXS was derived [60]. This method consists of the incidence
of x-ray radiation through a sample. The photons are diffracted by the crystalline
planes of the sample according to Bragg’s law:

2dsinθ = nλ

(II.2)

where d is the distance of the crystallographic planes in the sample, θ is the scattering
angle, n is the diffraction order and λ is the wavelength of the photon. Figure II.1
illustrates the reflexion of the photons by the crystallographic planes of the sample.
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Figure II.1: Illustration of Bragg’s law.
The diffracted emerging x-rays are scattered in different directions, forming a detectable pattern collected by an area detector. The simple x-ray diffraction (XRD)
uses a linear detector instead, measuring the changes of intensity for different scattering angles.
The interplanar distance d from equation II.2 is the lattice parameter of the crystal
structure. The determination of the morphology, i.e. which crystal structure the
elements of the sample form, is made from the parameter d for the different order
of reflections. Each known crystalline structure, or mixture of structures, have their
own crystallographic footprints, defined by the relative positions of each diffraction
maxima. An example of the sequence of relative positions for the most common block
copolymer structures can be found on Table II.1 [4].
Table II.1: Relative position (q/q*) of the diffraction peaks of the most common
structures formed by block copolymers. [4]
Structure
Lam
Hex
BCC
FCC
Gyr

Ratio q/q*
1 √
2
3√
4√
4
1 √3
√
√7
1 p2
p3
p4
1 p4/3 p8/3 p11/3
1
4/3
7/3
8/3

5
√
√9
p5
p12/3
10/3

6
√
√12
p6
p16/3
11/3

...
...
...
...
...
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As seen in Equation II.2, the parameter d is inversely dependent on the sine of
the scattering angle θ. Figure II.2 illustrates how the distance between the sample
and the detector relates to the scattering angle θ, and therefore defines the detectable
interval of inter planar distance d that can be measured by the detector.

Figure II.2: Schematic of the phenomenas of wide and small angle scattering.

II.3.1

Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS)

The scattering experiments performed with small sample-to-detector distances, thus
with wide reflection angles, are known as WAXS and can measure small sample
features in the sub nanometer scale, such as unit cell dimensions or chain packing
distances for polymers. The experiments performed at large sample-to-detector distances, thus with small reflexion angles, are known as SAXS. The resolution of SAXS
is more appropriate for the determination os supramolecular structures, such as block
copolymer micelles in solution, that are in the range of 5 to 100 nm [4]. The phenomenon of SAXS was discovered by Guinier on the late 30s as part of his PhD
work [61], when he noticed some small non resolved features at the center of the scattering data. Most commonly SAXS is used in the case of the determination of block
copolymer microphases while WAXS is more commonly employed in the analysis of
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homopolymers [19].
There are two competing factors in SAXS patterns of block copolymers that contribute to the scattering: the microphase separation and the crystallinity (in case of
crystalline polymers) [62]. The determination of the melt temperature of the block
copolymer and the estimation of degree of crystallinity can be obtained from SAXS
patterns. This is possible through the comparison of the integrated intensity for
amorphous, semi-crystalline and crystalline samples [19, 63, 64].
Although some SAXS experiments can be done in any laboratory [65], the use
of synchrotron sources provides a higher flux of photons. This allows a shorter exposure time and thus the possibility to perform very fast measurements. Several in
situ measurements have been published [66], including the observation of copolymers
under quenching [64], shear [67] and even drying of cast films [68].
As already mentioned, SAXS experiments are suitable to characterize block copolymer solutions that form micelles [4]. From the data is possible to obtain two indicators: the structural and the form factor. The structural factor gives information on
the macrolattice, i.e., the organization of the scattering units. Therefore it is related
to the intermicellar interactions. The form factor gives information on the shape of
the units, and therefore gives some information on the intramicellar interactions [60].
The structural factor is easily observed in high concentration solutions, in which the
interactions lead to the formation of a macrolattice. The form factor is more clearly
observed at lower concentration, in which the influence of the structural factor is
suppressed once the micelles are very far from each other. The determination of both
factors at the same time is difficult to model, especially in the case of anysotropic
micelles. Another factor that makes the determination of the form factor difficult is
polidispersivity, which is quite common in polymeric systems. The higher the degree
of polidispersivity, the more difficult it is to determine the form factor due to the
broadening of the peaks [2].
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II.3.2

Grazing Incidence Small Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS)

The technique of GISAXS combines the aspects of SAXS and also from X-ray Reflectivity (XRR). The setup of the experiment is similar to SAXS with long sample-todetector distances, therefore probing the same size scale. However, the positioning
of the sample is parallel to the incident beam, similarly to reflection experiments. In
regular SAXS the sample is positioned perpendicular to the beam in transmission
mode, so that a large volume of the sample is measure thoroughly [69]. In GISAXS
experiments, the incident x-ray beam penetrates only slightly into the sample, due
to the parallel geometry reached with very small incident angles. For this reason,
GISAXS is a surface sensitive technique, being also very useful for the analysis of
thin films [69]. The depth of the beam in the sample can be probed by the incident angle. As the angles are small (αi < 1◦ ), the foot print of the beam is large,
maintaining then its statistical significance [70].
The geometry of the GISAXS experiment can be seen in Figure II.3. The surface of
the sample is defined as the x-y plane, being x the direction of the incident beam. The
incidence angle is chosen to be smaller than the critical angle (αC ) of the substrate,
so that total reflection takes place and no information on the buried structure of
the substrate affects the pattern generated by the sample. The incidence angle has
to be bigger than the critical angle of the sample to ensure the buried features are
probed [70].
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Figure II.3: Geometry of GISAXS [2]

Two distinct reflection phenomena take place during GISAXS: the specular scattering and the diffuse scattering. Similarly to light reflection, the specular scattering
comes from the main reflected beam when αi = αf if the surface is consider plane
enough. The diffuse scattering arrises from the roughness of the interfaces, spreading the direct beam in different directions. The diffuse scattering is responsible for
the appearance of the Yoneda peak [71], particularly when the incident or exit angle
becomes equal to the critical angle of the material, yielding a maximum in the transmission [69]. The Yoneda peak can be used to quantify by modeling the roughness
from the shape of domains [2, 72, 73]. To quantify this phenomenon it is necessary
to go deep into the electromagnetic theory. Sinha et al. [74] showed theoretically
with experimental support that the Born approximation is able to predict the split
into diffuse and specular scattering from rough surfaces. However the Born approximation will not work for the regime of total reflection, which is commonly present
in GISAXS experiments. A perturbation theory called Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA) was then developed to describe the scattering near the critical
angle. Roughly this theory assumes the roughness to be small perturbations of a
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smooth surface when solving the electromagnetic equations.
The analysis of GISAXS consists basically in making cuts in the image to generate
an integrated plot. A vertical cut on the data at constant qy will give information on
the structures out of the plane of the sample, in the z-direction. For the specific case
that this cut is made for qy = 0, the data obtained from it is called detector scan and
the intensity can be plot as a function of the incident and exit angles (αi +αf ). In this
cut the specular peak and the Yoneda peak are visible, and it is possible to analyze the
correlation of the roughness of the surfaces by this method. When the roughness of the
surfaces have some correlation a phenomenon called resonant diffuse scattering occurs
and can be observed in the detector scan [69]. The vertical cuts with qz 6= 0 are called
off-detector scans and from these cuts the information on the vertical morphology of
the sample is obtained by the detection of Bragg peaks [75]. The indexing is made
analogously to SAXS, according to the information on Table II.1.
A horizontal cut on the data at constant qz will give information on the lateral
structure of the sample, therefore called in-plane structure as it refers to the x-y plane
in Figure II.3 [69]. The detected peaks indicate lateral domains within the resolution
of the experiment, and the presence of Bragg peaks indicate lateral morphology. The
images to the right and left of the detector are symmetrical and the closest the peaks
are from the center, the larger the domains are in the sample [2].
Another type of measurement that can be done in GISAXS geometry are the
rocking scans. In this setup, the sample is rocked around the z-axis in the x-direction,
so that the incident and exit angle remain the same. As mentioned before, this
geometry will yield the maximum transmission, in special when αi = αf = αC [76].
The rocking scans can give further insight on the roughness of the sample as it is a
technique to record specifically the diffuse scattering.
GISAXS is a very recent technique, first introduced in 1989 by Levine et al. [77].
The success on probing soft condensed materials such as block copolymers made this
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technique popular to investigate the morphology of block copolymer films [2,69,70,78],
the microphase separation [79] and transitions such as ODT and OOT in in situ
configurations [80–83].
An interesting result possible to be obtained with GISAXS is the observation of
the orientation of the domains in relation to the surface. Busch et al. [84] observed
different molecular weights of poly(styrene-b-butadiene) thin films in silicon wafers.
Although the morphology of this block copolymer is lamellar throughout the Mw
range, they found that low Mw arrange themselves parallel to the substrate while
hight Mw arrange perpendicularly. Thick films of high Mw presented lamellas oriented
in random directions.
Lee et al. [85] were able to build an electron density map of thin films of block
copolymers with HPL structures from GISAXS measurements. Making use of the
DWBA approximation, the GISAXS measurements were interpreted as a three-beam
diffraction and the phase could be recovered to build the electron map. Heo et
al. [86] were able to quantify the HPL structure in poly(styrene-b-isoprene) block
copolymers with GISAXS. They provided detailed information on the shape, size and
size distribution of the domains as well as packing order, layer packing sequence and
ordering for the HPL structure. Jin et al. [87] did a detailed analysis of the gyroid
structure of poly(styrene-b-isoprene) obtaining the lattice parameter, the orientation
and orientation distribution, the positional distortion factor and the width of the
polystyrene phase.
Several in situ experiments are possible in GISAXS beam line, and even simultaneous in situ experiments can be performed in the beam lines. For instance, Körstgens
et al. [88] combined in situ micro beam GISAXS (µGISAXS) with imaging ellipsometry to characterize the drying process of a dispersion of nanospheres. Thermal [89,90]
and selective solvent annealing [91, 92] of block copolymers were also probed in situ.
Similarly, the effect of blending homopolymers to block copolymers films has also
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been studied with GISAXS [93].

II.4

Polymeric membranes formed by non-solvent
induced phase separation

Preparing membranes with non-solvent induced phase separation using homopolymer solutions has been made for decades [94]. This process is particularly important
because it yields asymmetric membranes with a thin selective layer supported by
a underlying porous structure. This process basically consists in preparing a polymeric solution with one or more solvents, casting a thin film and immersing it in a
non-solvent bath. The parameters such as the polymer properties, the selection of
solvent and non-solvent, the casting solution composition, the temperature during
the process and the time allowed for the film to evaporate before the bath are directly related to the final morphology of the membrane [3]. Therefore, a myriad of
membrane morphologies are accessible with the choice of optimized parameters, since
porous selective layers for filtration to bulky selective layers for gas separation and
pervaporation processes [3, 94, 95].
The non-solvent induced phase separation is driven thermodynamically but limited kinetically. The thermodynamic aspects are related to the spontaneous demixing
of a ternary mixture of polymer, solvent and non-solvent by nucleation and growth and
spinodal decomposition [3, 96]. Once immersed in a non-solvent bath the polymeric
solution can spontaneously phase separate to minimize the free entropy of mixing
(∆GM ).

∆GM = RT (n1 ln φ1 + n2 ln φ2 + n1 φ2 χ)

(II.3)

where ni is the number of molecules, φi is the volume fraction of the components
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i = 1 - solvent and i = 2 - polymer and χ is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter
between the compponets.
To minimize (∆GM ) the derivative in terms of the number of molecules must be
taken. This derivative is the variation of chemical potential of the components:
∂∆GM
= ∆µi
∂ni
Therefore (∆GM ) has two minima except when

(II.4)
∂ 2 ∆GM
∂n2i

= 0, the critical or spinodal

point. The plot of (∆GM ) versus φ gives the binodal curve. This implies that at the
binodal curve (and below) there are two equivalent minima of (∆GM ) with same
chemical potential at different compositions, i.e. two different phases.
This is enough to explain demixing in binary systems. The systems can be brought
to demixing not only by the changes in composition but also by the changes in temperature as seen in Equation II.3. The difference in ternary systems is the added
non-solvent will lead to change in composition, however the interaction to the solvent
and polymer are neglected. A phase diagram can be defined for such system, in terms
of the quantities of each component as seen in Figure II.4.

Figure II.4: Phase diagram of ternary system. The edges of the triangle represent
100% concentration of solvent, polymer and non-solvent. [3]
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During the phase separation the polymer rich phase will yield the membrane
matrix while the solvent rich phase will yield the membrane pores. The removal
of solvent during the non-solvent bath will induce the solidification of the polymer
phase by crystallization, gelation or vitrification, depending on the properties of the
polymer chosen [3].
The kinetics limit the phase separation, due to the diffusion effects of the solvent
into the bath and the non-solvent into the film. The phase separation is a function of
concentration and that changes during the process. For this reason the non-solvent
induced phase separation is considered a non-equilibrium process [3]. At different
points of the membrane and at different times the phase separation might be in
different stages, For this reason the membrane is asymmetric. It is possible to model
this process by the consideration of diffusion and friction coefficients of the parts
[3, 97]. As the process usually happens in a very fast time frame (in the order of
seconds or less) and the area of the polymeric film is of the order of hundreds of
micrometers, it is difficult to follow this process experimentally. However, some in
situ experiments such as light scattering were able to give further insight in the phase
separation process, as in the work of Nunes and Inoue [96].

Chapter III
Methodology
III.1

Introduction

Understanding the process of membrane manufacturing is the only way to improve and
optimize the finalized membrane. This new manufacturing process of self-assembly
combined with non solvent induced phase separation provided a unique opportunity
to explore in details each step of the manufacturing process for the first time. The
self-assembly of block copolymers is a valuable topic of interest of the nanotechnology
community. It consists of a bottom up strategy to obtain highly ordered nanostruactures that are easily scaled up. However this process present some difficulties to
be optimized due to the limited knowledge of the self-assembly mechanism. In this
section the research strategies to probe this issue are presented. Details of the data
collection and analysis will be introduced, and finally some limitations of this work
will be discussed.

III.2

Research Strategy

The research method adopted to correctly approach the objective of this work was
Experimental Research. The objective is to obtain further insight on the mechanism
36
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of membrane fabrication. To better understand the whole process, it was necessary
to divided it into stages. The stages were defined as solution preparation, casting by
doctor blading, evaporation, immersion in non solvent bath and drying. Figure III.1
depicts the selected stages.

Figure III.1: Definition of the stages of membrane fabrication.
Experimental Research consists of the observation of a chosen phenomena through
empirical measurements in order to test a hypothesis. This strategy is adopted when
there is few or no available information of a process. This is the case of the selected
subject of study. Furthermore, in nanotechnology the scale of observation is crucial.
It was necessary to probe the process in the nanometer scale, with special tools that
will be discussed in the next section.
There are several amphiphilic block copolymers that could be used in order to
perform this study. If several different block copolymers were used, the number of
variables involved in the selected process would turn the research impracticable. For
this reason, another research strategy adopted was a Case Study of the block copolymer poly(styrene)-poly(vinylpyridine). This block copolymer is very popular and
easyly achieved commercially. In principle, it was assumed that the variables related
to the synthesis such as contamination and polydispersivity could be minimized. It
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was found later that even the commercial samples presented these problems. Another
reason to choose this polymer was the collection of previous works done with this polymer, in special the previous works of the group with the same membranes [1,98–100].
The main questions to be clarify through experimentation were based in the literature. New questions would come up with new findings throughout the research.
Initially, the main question was on the self-assembly of the block copolymer. The
starting point was the observation of ordering in the casting solution, reported in
previous works from our group [100]. This paper reports how the solvents chosen to
cast the membrane act on the formation of the micelles. However, the formation of
the membrane structured surface by the micelles was unknown at that point.
The first experimental observation was to detect the ordering of the micelles in
solution. At the paper mentioned above [100] it was shown that different combinations
of the chosen solvents yields different ordering of the micelles. In previous works, the
membrane structure was obtained with the aid of metal ions [1,99]. Therefore, several
solutions with different combination and proportions of solvents as well as different
types and amounts of metal ions were characterized for ordering. The experiments
will be detailed in the following section of Data Collection.
It was found that the ordering of the micelles in solution is equivalent (in the
optimal case) to the order of the membrane surface [101]. Some of the observed
morphologies in solution were not reproduced at the surface. The hypothesis assumed
to explain this fact was that the evaporation of the solvents had a decisive role linking
the morphology of the solution with the one of the membrane surface. Therefore the
next experiments were regarding the evaporation of the solvents in order to confirm
this hypotesis.
With these findings from the analysis of the mentioned stages, in addition to
the results from molecular modeling performed by another member of our group, it
was possible to obtain more depth on this process of membrane fabrication [102].
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These findings helped improving the membrane fabrication process, facilitating the
optimization of other block copolymers and other solvent systems.
The final batch of experiments consisted of the use of methods from different
research areas to broaden the applications of the membrane. A method commonly
used in the semi conductor industry. This method was applied for the first time to
tune the pore size of the membranes used in this work. With the control of pore size
the applications of the membranes can target different separation methods.
And finally, the data collection was properly implemented and the proper statistical tools were used in the analysis of the data. This will be discussed in more details
in the following sections.

III.3

Data Collection

The stages of the manufacturing process of block copolymer membranes by self assembly and non-solvent induced phase separation were divided as followed:
• preparation of the casting solution
• casting and evaporation of solvents
• plunging the film in non-solvent
• drying and applications
The whole process and stages can be seen in Figure III.1 in the previous section.
The stages analyzed in this work were the first two: ”preparation of the casting
solution” and ”casting and evaporation of solvents”. The interactions involved in
the other stages are well known in literature and used for decades in the polymeric
community. A throughout review can be found in the previous chapter, Literature
Review. The data collection for each stage will be discussed in details separately. The
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experimental details and data collection on the performance of coated membranes for
separation applications will be discussed at the end of this section.
The experimental research started with training on how to prepare membranes
with the method of self-assembly combined with non-solvent induced phase separation. After the preparation of each membrane, the surface and cross section were
imaged with Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) until the process was optimized.

Imaging with SEM
Imaging with SEM requires very basic sample preparation, when compared to TEM.
The surface of the sample should be conductive, attached to the sample holder by
a conductive tape (aluminum) for grounding. The coating was performed with a
K575X sputter-coater (Quorum Technologies, Newhaven, UK) with different metals
and argon gas. A list of the coating parameters can be found at the Appendix A,
table VI.3. Eventually it was noticed that the best conductive coating was platinum.
The relatively smaller grain size of this noble metal provide sharper images when
compare to other metals that were used.
For high resolution imaging, the microscope Nova Nano was used due to the
immersion lenses system. When this instrument was not available and high resolution
was not a requirement, the microscope Quanta 200 was used. Both SEMs were made
by FEI and were equipped with a field emission electron gun (FEG). The images were
taking at high vacuum, working distance of 5 to 3 mm, 5 kV of acceleration voltage
and spot size varying from 1 to 2.
When a cross section imaging was required, the membrane had to be fractioned
while frozen to guarantee a clean cross section. Freezing reduces the elasticity of the
sample and therefore the cut does not present deformed regions. A small sample of
the membrane was immersed in liquid nitrogen for a few seconds, then broken with
the help of tweezers. A special sample holder with a perpendicular wall was used
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to image the cross section. The fractioned membrane was attached to the wall with
carbon tape, grounded with aluminum tape then coated with sputtering. In some
situations the cross section was attached at the border of a flat sample holder and
imaged tilting the stage of the SEM. This was useful to obtain good images of both
the cross section and the surface.

III.3.1

Preparation of the casting solution

The experiments used to characterize the block copolymer solution were: small angle
x-ray scattering (SAXS) and cryo microscopy. Those were suitable for the scale of the
features as well as the concentration of the solution. At this stage it was important to
have experiments ex situ, to eliminate the influence of the evaporation of the solvents.
A detailed list of all the chemicals used in this PhD research is at the Appendix A,
Table VI.1. A list of solutions measured with SAXS can be found at Table VI of the
same appendix.

Purification of block copolymer prior to solution preparation
The block copolymer used was poly(styrene-b-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P4VP) with molecular weight of 175-b-65 kg/mol, polydispersity of 1.09, volume fractions of 0.76 and
0.24 respectively obtained from Polymer Source Inc., in Canada. The batch used
belong to a 100 g container. It was observed experimentally that the isoporous morphology of the membrane was only achieved after extracting the remaining monomers.
This was done by leaving the polymer stirring overnight in ethanol absolute at room
temperature at 100 rpm. On the next day it was observed that the ethanol was turbid.
Ethanol is a solvent only for the pyridine block, therefore the dissolved particles were
pyridine monomers. The block copolymer itself was swollen, but not dissolved.The
polymer was then filter with a Büchner funnel and dried at vacuum over at 60◦ C
overnight.
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Due to the large amount in the purchased container, the block copolymer was
crystallized in large pieces. These pieces were too hard to be cut, therefore they were
precipitated to form smaller pieces. The smaller the pieces the more precise is the
weighing of the polymer amount to prepare the solution. The block copolymer was
dissolved in DMF (about 18wt%), precipitated in DI water, extracted with ethanol,
filtered and dried in vacuum oven overnight at 60◦ C. DMF is a solvent for both blocks
and water is a non solvent for both blocks, inducing the coagulation of the dissolved
block copolymer.
Some of the polymer was reused in order to save the material. Not only this
polymer is expensive but also the contamination between the purchased batches was
a recurrent problem. To maintain reproducibility the experiments had to be made
with block copolymer from the same batch. If a leftover solution or membrane was
not cross-linked with metal ions, it was dissolved again in either DMF or Chloroform.
A rota vapour was used to decrease the amount of solvent prior to precipitation in
water and drying.

Procedure to prepare solutions
The solutions were prepared with different ratios of the anhydrous solvents N,Ndimethylformamide (DMF), tetrahydrofuran (THF) and 1,4-dioxane (DOX) obtained
from Aldrich. The solutions containing metals were prepared with divalent metal acetate of cobalt, copper, nickel supplied by Acros Organics and iron acetate supplied by
Aldrich. All solutions were stirred at 100 rpm at room temperature until completely
dissolved.
The equipment necessary for this procedure were: vials with teflon lining (5 ml),
small stirring bars, micro balance, weighing paper, scoops and stirring plate. A glass
pipette was used to mix the solvents. The solvent mixture was prepared separately
from the block copolymer. During stirring the vials were secure with holders and
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rubber bands because the viscosity of the solutions would increase as the dissolution
takes place and could be knocked over the sitting plate during stirring.
In preparation for SAXS experiments, several solutions were made with poly(styreneb-vinylpyridine) based di and tri block copolymers in different concentrations, different solvent combinations and using different metallic complexing agents:
• Diblock Copolymer Poly(Styrene-b-Vinylpyridine)
– Polymer with metal complexation
∗ Concentration series with Copper
∗ Effect of evaporation
∗ Effect of excess of copper
∗ Effect of different metals
– Polymer without metal complexation
∗ Binary solvent system
· Effect of solvents for same concentration
· Concentration series with different binary solvents
∗ Ternary solvent system
· Concentration series
· Effect of gradual evaporation of solvents
· Different molecular weight block copolymers
• Triblock Terpolymer Poly(Isoprene-b-Styrene-b-Vinylpyridine)
The detailed concentrations and solvent proportions can be found at Table VI of
Appendix A.
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SAXS experimental procedure
As mentioned previously, scattering methods are powerful tools to observe size and
shape of micro and nano scale domains. The measurements contain better statistics
compared to microscopy because the area analyzed is consistently larger. The obtained scattering pattern is referent to the average periodic distances found in the
sample. Morphological aspects are identified according to crystallography theories.
Block copolymers in solution form micelles of different shapes, with sizes ranging
from 5 to 100 nm [4]. This range falls under the spectrum of small angle scattering.
These kind of samples are suitable for x-ray scattering in melt, solution or crystalline
phase. Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) is therefore suitable to detect the morphology of the block copolymer solution and dry films, allowing the observation of
diverse self-assembly states in the studied system.
The SAXS experiments were performed on block-copolymer solutions at the beam
line B1 of DORIS III, HASYLAB of the Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron (DESY)
in Hamburg, Germany. The solution was placed into 2 mm quartz capillaries with the
aid of a syringe and sealed with epoxy glue. A kapton film sample holder was used for
very viscous solutions instead. The x-ray wavelength was λ = 1.764Å, with photon
flux of ∼ 108 photons/s and sample to detector distance of 3.6 m. The detector used
was PILATUS 1M, which have pixel size of 172 x 172 µm2 .The scattering vector q is
defined as:

q=

4π
sinθ
λ

(III.1)

Where θ corresponds to half the scattering angle.
Before the measurements started it was necessary to perform the alignment of the
monochromator. The objective of such alignment is to eliminate higher harmonics
to ensure that the energy of the beam is well defined. Then an energy value for
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the x-ray was set at 7 keV. The beam stop was tested to avoid extra scattering. The
materials used in the beam stop were four layers of copper and one layer of aluminum,
all with 1 mm of thickness. The last test before starting the measurements was to
check if the energy measured at the beam line actually corresponded to the energy set
at the monochromator. This is checked by X-ray Absorption Near Edge Scattering
(XANES) of a material with absorption edge close to the selected energy (7 keV). In
this case it was iron, of 7110.75 eV [103]. Therefore the energy from the scattering of
an iron foil measured at the beam line yielded an actual energy of 7091 eV.
The sample holders could hold up to 11 samples in capillaries. Once the samples
were set inside the vacuum chamber of the beam line, it was necessary to perform
a holder scan in the y-direction to detect the exact position of the center of the
samples. Once they were determined, the values were inserted into a coded macros
that controlled the holder position and the opening of the x-ray aperture. This allowed
several measurements to be performed automatically.

Cryo-SEM experimental procedure
The field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) is a very useful tool in
analyzing nanostructured polymeric membranes. It provides fast imaging when compared to atomic force microscopy (AFM) and it does not require sophisticated sample
preparation methods like transmission electron microscope (TEM). A simple conductive thin film coating is enough to obtain good images of the surface of the sample.
However, the FESEM is very sensitive to degassing samples, being unsuitable to wet
samples and solutions. The Environmental FESEM allows imaging of wet samples
due to the capacity of imaging at lower vacuum. This technique was used previously
in the group to image the surface of membranes in different pH solutions [99].
However, the FESEM can be modified to allow cryogenic samples into its chamber.
With this method is possible to image solutions by freezing at very low temperatures
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and maintaining the temperature while imaging. This method was very useful to the
analysis of solutions of block copolymer micelles [100] [need more refs!] and provide
important complementary information for the SAXS analysis.
The FESEM used was the Nova Nano 630 from FEI, equipped with cryogenic
system. The voltage used was 5 kV, at spot size one (7pA) and working distance of
5 mm. The temperature of the sample was kept at -115◦ C. The SEM chamber was
left under vacuum over the weekend, in order to achieve vacuum below 10−7 bar. The
sample holders were cleaned in advance sonicating for 15 min in acetone and them
ethanol (after a measurement the sample holder is primarily sonicated in THF to
remove the polymer). The transfer arm is clean with ethanol and lubricated with a
small quantity of vacuum grease before the start of every experiment. Liquid nitrogen
is placed in all heat exchange units of the cryogenic system. The experiment starts
when all temperatures are stable and at the expected values. A small quantity of
solution is placed on the sample holder. If not too viscous, two rivets are used to
keep the solution and allow a better and cleaner cut. The sample is frozen in liquid
nitrogen for a few seconds until formation of slush caused by vacuum. The sample is
then transfer to the preparation chamber where it is fractured (at -170◦ C), sublimed
(at -90◦ C) and coated with platinum (at -115◦ C). The sublimation time is optimized
according to the concentration of the solution. More concentrated solutions require
shorter sublimation time (5 min for 22 wt%) while less concentrated require more time
(15 min for 15 wt%). In case a sample did not reveal enough details after sublimation,
it was re-fractured, re-sublimed and re-coated until optimized details are reveled.

III.3.2

Casting and evaporation of solvents

Casting procedure: doctor blading
Within the three main stages of the manufacturing of this block copolymer membrane, the evaporation of solvents after casting is the most time sensitive. For
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PS-b-P4VP with Mw of 175,000-b-65,000 g/mol in the three solvents mixture of
1DMF:1DOX:1THF, the optimized evaporation time before plunging in water is of
20 s. As seen already in the SAXS experiments, the concentration of solvents play an
important role in the morphology of the micelles. In these 20 s of evaporation, the
surface of the membrane is reaching higher concentration of polymers to establish the
desired morphology.
Although the evaporation time was found empirically, the characterization of this
stage can bring further insight to the understanding of this process. In situ experiments are necessary to observe the changes with time. Performing such experiments
in nanomaterials is an advanced technological challenge.
A small amount of the solution is doctor bladed with a special casting knife with
a 200 µm gate hight. Throughout all the experiments the same gate hight was used.
The substrate was either glass (microscope slides) or a non-wolven substrates. This
substrate is useful to give mechanical support to the membranes during filtration,
still allowing the flow of water.

In situ GISAXS during doctor blading
An option available for this fast characterization is the Grazing Incidence SAXS
(GISAXS), if performed with a fast detector that allows the desirable time resolution.
At the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS), the beam line D1 offered a
good detector response of 4 measurements/s and an automatic doctor blading system
to cast the membranes inside the experimental hutch. This system was perfect for
the needs of the experiment, although the resolution of the beam line was almost
insufficient for the above mentioned block copolymer. However, some drying behavior
was detected for this block-copolymer samples. This experiment was performed with
an external collaborator and the publication can be found in Appendix VIII. The
collaborator analyzed a different block-copolymer system with lower molecular weight,
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which was more suitable to the resolution of the beam line.

Experimental Procedure
The following solutions were prepared with the block-copolymer Polystyrene-b-Polyvinylpyridine
(PS-b-P4VP), dissolved in DMF and precipitated in water, further purified with
ethanol for 2 days, filtered and dried in oven overnight at 60C.
• 12, 13, 14 and 15wt% of PS-b-P4VP in 1:1:1 DMF, DOX and THF solvent
mixture;
• 14, 15, 16 and 17wt% of PS-b-P4VP in 1:1 DMF and DOX solvent mixture;
• 3wt% of PS-b-P4VP in DOX;
• 17.6wt% of PS-b-P4VP in DMF;
All solutions were prepared in the night before the experiment and left to stirred
overnight. The polymer had molecular weight of 175-b-65 kg/mol, polydispersity
of 1.09, volume fractions of 0.76 and 0.24 respectively, was obtained from Polymer
Source Inc., in Canada and the solvents (anhydrous) by Aldrich.
The GISAXS measurements were made at the beam line D1 of CHESS (Figure III.2). The beam energy was 10.6 keV with sample-to-detector distance of 1.859 m.
The beam line was equipped with an insitu doctor blading system, which motor could
be controlled in terms of speed and initial and final position. A glass microscope slide
was used as a substrate for the polymeric films. The substrate was positioned at
the beam line where a pre-alignment of height and tilt angles was performed. The
blade was then positioned in the initial position and the polymer solution could be
placed on the substrate with the use of a pipette. The x-ray measurements started
immediately after the complete stop of the motor and were taken every 4 s after that.
Three casting speeds were used during the measurements: 17,500 µm/s (similar to
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the conditions in the laboratory), 3,000 µm/s and 1,000 µm/s. The detector used
was a CCD detector of pixel size of 46.9 x 46.9 µm2 and the wavelength of the x-ray
radiation was λ = 1.1774Å.

Figure III.2: Beam line D1 at CHESS, Cornell University. Doctor blade system on
the right.

Calibration of GISAXS set up
The choice of the incidence angle was made by an angle scan of one of the samples
(Figure III.3). This is accomplished by varying the incidence angle, which penetrates
at different depths into the sample. A previous measurement of the substrate indicated the scattering pattern of glass. By analyzing the height scan in comparison
with the substrate scan it was possible to choose the best incidence angle in which
less substrate is detected and more of the sample is shown on the scattering pattern.
The choice of incidence angle should be above the critical angle of the substrate and
below the critical angle of the sample. The chosen angle was 0.12◦ .
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Figure III.3: Angle scan of PS-b-P4VP sample.

Doctor blading during cryo-SEM
Another option to observe the morphology during the evaporation is to freeze the
membrane at different evaporation times and image the surface on cryo-FESEM. The
experimental methodology is similar to the one described in the cryo-SEM section.
However, the sample is spread onto the the cryo-FESEM aluminum sample holder
with the help of a casting knife, calibrated for the gate hight of 200 µm. The sample was then frozen taking from 4 to 5 s from the moment of spreading until total
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immersion in liquid nitrogen. PS-b-P4VP at 15wt% and PI-b-PS-b-P4VP at 10wt%
solutions were measured with 4 s and 20 s ,and 5 s and 80 s evaporation time, respectively.

III.4

Framework for data analysis

In this section the methods used for data analysis will be described in details. The
analysis performed on the SEM images was to roughly determine the pore size. The
imaging software allowed the measurement in scale of imaged features. This was done
for several pore diameters and then averaged. This would give a notion of the order
of the pore diameter. The following subsections will explain how the analysis of the
scattering data was done, step by step.

III.4.1

SAXS data

The data as collected from the beam line are in the .cbf file format, which stands
for crystallographic binary file. This formats carry the multi dimensional information
provided by the detector. This signals is created by each pixel on the surface of
the 2-D detector yielding the intensity of the radiation in each pixel. At the beam
line there is a program written by the beam line scientist that integrates the data in
this file into the named ”intbinned ” files. These files contained the one dimensional
data related to the detected signal. More details on integration can be found at the
GISAXS data subsection that follows.
Each measurement yields one intbinned file. Many measurements are taken from
a same sample and therefore those need to be averaged in one file. At this point some
defects have to be corrected, such as some detector areas which eventually present
some error (bright spot not cause by scattering). These areas are then masked and all
the intbinned files corresponding to a same sample are summed into the ”summed ”
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files. These resources were provided at the beam line, from now on the analysis was
responsibility of the user.
Techniques to do a proper SAXS data analysis were taught in the summer of
2011, which was spent at HASYLAB, Germany. Several codes were written with the
software MatLab to treat the data and also plot the results. Some of these codes
can be found in Appendix B. Writing a code allows flexibility to treat the data, in
special in the case of a large amount of data. Other softwares would not have enough
processing capacity to handle large amounts of data, causing it to commonly crash.
When there is order detectable in the sample, the SAXS signal will present peaks.
They are crystallographic signals formed by constructive interference of the scattered
radiation. These peaks are broad for all polymers due to the polydispersivity of these
materials. The wider the peak, larger is the polydispersivity of the features. The
first important step to analyze the data is to find the best function to fit the peak.
Gaussian and Lorentzian functions were fit into single peaks and Gaussian was the
one that presented smaller σ 2 value for all cases, and therefore assumed to be the best
fitting function. σ is the standard deviation of the fitting. The Gaussian function is
known as:

f (x) = ae

−(x−b)2
2c2

(III.2)

where a is the height of the curve, b is the position of the center of the peak and
c = σ, the standard deviation.
The code written is able to fit multiple peaks with Gaussian function. Initial
parameters selected for each data set helps the code to find the peaks. A background
function is also fit and subtracted from the data. The outputs are the intensity of
the scattered signal (a), the position of the center of the peak (b) and the full width
half maximum (FWHM), defined as:
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Table III.1: Sequence of normalized q values and their morphology for the first six
peaks from scattering [4].
Morphology
Lamelar
Hexagonal
BCC
FCC
Gyroid

q1 /q∗
1
1
1
1
1

q2 /q∗
2
1.7321
1.4142
1.1547
1.1547

q3 /q∗
3
2.0000
1.7321
1.6330
1.5275

q4 /q∗
4
2.6458
2.0000
1.9149
1.6330

q5 /q∗
5
3.0000
2.2361
2.0000
1.8257

√
F W HM = 2 2ln2c

q6 /q∗
6
3,4641
2.4495
2.3094
1.9149

(III.3)

The position b is calculated in terms of the scattering vector q in nm−1 while a
is defined in terms of the detector counts, which are generally defined as ”arbitrary
units”. Most importantly for the SAXS analysis is to find a relation among the
central peak positions b to determine the morphology of the sample. This is done by
normalizing the peak positions:

qnorm = q/q∗

(III.4)

where q∗ is the position of the first peak. The sequence of qnorm normally found
in ordered block copolymer is identified on Table III.4.1 [4].
After all the data was fit with gaussian peaks and output the parameters of analysis, the normalized value of the positions was analyzed to detect the morphology
according to Table III.4.1. The parameters were also plot for analysis. The results
can be found at the next chapter.

III.4.2

GISAXS data

The GISAXS data is more complex to be analyzed than the SAXS data. GISAXS is
a mixture of phenomena and therefore the data is a mixture of the results. Basically
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the scattering signal is a composition of the scattering on the vertical and horizontal
planes of the sample. The 2-D image recorded during scattering is integrated in
different directions to obtain the data from the two orientations. The integration
areas are defined as ”cuts” and can be seen in Figure III.4

(a)

(b)

Figure III.4: Different selected areas of integration (cuts) made at a same sample
image. (a) Horizontal cut and (b) vertical cut.

The detector yields a .tif file containing the images such as Figure III.4 above.
However it needs to be open with a special software that allows the re-scaling of the
colors according to the intensity of the signals and the selection of areas for integration.
The software used was Fit 2D, which is widely used in the SAXS/GIXAS community.
Each measurement had to be open, re-scaled and have two areas selected for integration. The software performs the integration and yields an 1-D graph of intensity
versus pixels. The conversion from pixels to scattering vector was done with the
equation III.5

q=

4π (number of pixels)(pixel size)
λ
D

(III.5)

where D is the distance between sample to detector. The size of the pixel is
specific of each detector. The numbers of pixels is the input of graph obtained by the
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software Fit 2D.
After this pre treatment, the 1-D data has to be once again fit for multiple peaks.
This time the software Origin was used with the multi peak fitting tool. The best fit
was also a gaussian function. The remaining of the analysis proceeds as the SAXS
analysis was described.

III.5

Experimental Limitations

There was a limitation regarding the resolution of the GISAXS experiments. The size
of features probed at GISAXS and SAXS depends, among other facts, on the distance
between the sample to the detector. This can be seen from the equation III.1:
4π
sinθ
λ

(III.1)

4π (number of pixels)(pixel size)
λ
D

(III.5)

q=
but for θ → 0, sinθ ≈ θ ≈ tanθ

q=

where D is the distance between sample to detector. And knowing from Fourier
transformation that:

q=

2π
d

(III.6)

where d is the actual distance of feature in the sample, we conclude that d is
directly proportional to D. Therefore the bigger the distances to be probed in the
sample, the larges sample to detector distance is necessary. To determine the required
distance we need information on the wavelength of the x-rays and on the characteristics of the detector. The limits for the smaller resolvable feature are the further
distance possible from the beam stop to the edge of the detector, while the largest
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feature should be right after the beam stop at the center of the detector.
For the experiments performed at the beam line D1 at CHESS the sample to
detector distance was of 1.86 m while at the beam line BW4 at DORIS III was of
3.98 m. The largest feature register at D1 was of 114 nm, which was a record set by
the samples of this work.
There was also an attempt to cut a cross section on the cryo-SEM samples to
reveal details under the surface of the thin film. That would be specially interesting
at different evaporation times after doctor blading. The microscope Quanta 3D FEG
is adapted for cryo measurements and field ion beam (FIB) simultaneously. The FIB
can mill specific areas of the sample. However there was an imaging limitation on
these experiments. The microscope Quanta 3D FEG does not contain the immersion
lenses that provide higher resolution to image small features. Unfortunately this was
a limitation on the identification of the structures reveled by this process.

Chapter IV
Findings and Discussion
The complete results of the analysis of the stages of membrane manufacturing of
poly(styrene-b-vinylpyridine) by self-assembly combined with non solvent induced
phase separation will be presented in the following sections of this chapter. The
published results and the papers under preparation can be found at the Appendix C.
The first section contains the results of the analysis from the solution stage. Several solutions were measured with SAXS and cryo-SEM. The effect of the concentration of block copolymer on the morphology of the solution is proved. Also, the effect
of each solvent used in the solution could be confirmed according to the effects in the
morphology.
The next section will cover the analysis of the next stage of membrane manufacturing: casting the solution onto the substrate by doctor blading. This is followed
by a quick evaporation stage that was probed with GISAXS and cryo-SEM. The
procedures to perform these measurements revealed information on the membrane
formation that was not known before.
The last section will show the results from the coating of the membrane with
atomic layer deposition (ALD) of aluminum oxide. The reduction of the pore diameter was detected without affecting the isoporous structure of the membrane. This
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promising result along with the capacity of controlling the thickness of the alumina
layer in terms of nanometers inspires the fabrication of membranes with tunable pore
sizes, according to the application.

IV.1

Casting Solution

Several solutions of PS-b-P4VP with different compositions were analyzed by SAXS.
The feature probed by SAXS is the q vector, which corresponds to the intermicellar
distance (d) according to Equation III.6. The complete list of this solutions can be
found on Table VI of Appendix A. The first parameter of the solution to be analyzed
is the presence of complexing agents. The optimum structure was achieved by the
cross-linking caused by copper ions [99]. Therefore the effect of excess of copper and
what happens at higher concentration of block copolymers is observed.
Then solvent systems without complexing agents are analyzed, the next parameters to be observed are the solvents used. Increasing concentration of block copolymer
in different combinations of solvents are compared. Some systems with different block
copolymers are also compared. Some of the solutions were analyzed by cryo-SEM.
The images will be displayed at the end of this section with their respective scattering
patterns.

IV.1.1

Polymer with metal complexation

The first reproducible membranes made by the self-assembly and non-solvent induced
phase separation were made with aid of copper as a complexing agent [1]. Therefore
the first samples examined by SAXS were solutions of PS-b-P4VP 175-b-65 kg/mol
with copper acetate. Figure IV.1 shows several solutions with different concentrations
of the block-copolymer, with 0.5 wt% of copper acetate.
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Figure IV.1: Different concentrations of block copolymer solutions with 0.15wt% of
Cu2+ . Note the presence of hexagonal symmetry at very high concentration. (a)
Integrated q values (b) 2d intensity plot.

Notice that the order of the sample increases with the increase of concentration.
The morphology of these samples are found to be 2D hexagonal, which matches the
morphology of the top of the membrane. The values of the normalized peak positions
can be seen on Table IV.1.
For the membranes made with copper complexation, the optimum casting solution concentration is at 15wt% of block copolymer. At this particular concentration,
a broad peak is detected with SAXS, indicating that the solution does not have a
defined morphology. With the increase of concentration, such morphology appears.
It can be understood that after casting, the top surface of the membrane is subjected
to evaporation rather than the bulk of the membrane. The concentration of the polymer at the surface increases with the gradual evaporation of the solvents. Therefore
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Table IV.1: PS-b-P4VP concentration series with Cu2+
Concentration of
Polymer (wt%)
22
20
19
18
15

Solvent ratio

q/q*

7DMF:3THF
7DMF:3THF
7DMF:3THF
7DMF:3THF
7DMF:3THF

1
1
1
1
1

1.95
1.72
1.72
1.72
1.62

5

7DMF:3THF

1

1.58

1.72
1.93
1.83
1.96

Structure
2.62
2.62
2.6

2.97
2.95

2D Hexagonal
2D Hexagonal
2D Hexagonal
2D Hexagonal
FCC missing
peak 1.15
Gyroid missing
peak 1.15

the transformation in the morphology at the surface of the membrane during evaporation resembles the one observed in a concentration series of solutions at the SAXS
measurements.
As THF evaporates much faster than DMF, it is assumed that most of THF evaporates before DMF. Considering this fact, two solutions of same amount of polymer,
but with and without THF were measured. It can be noticed from the results in
FigureIV.2 that the sample without THF is more ordered, although the first peak is
less intense.
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Figure IV.2: Effect of the evaporation of THF in a 20wt% PS-b-P4VP with 0.15wt%
of Cu2+ and 3:7 THF/DMF solution. (a) Integrated q values (b) 2d intensity plot.

Another interesting variable is the amount of the complexing agent, in this case,
Cu2+ . An amount equivalent to five times the optimum amount was measured. The
results in FigureIV.3 shows an abrupt loss of morphology, with significant decrease
of polydispersivity.
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Figure IV.3: Effect of the excess of copper in a 20wt% PS-b-P4VP with THF/DMF
solution. (a) Integrated q values (b) 2d intensity plot.

Following the results of a previous work [99] in which solutions of PS-b-P4VP with
different metallic complexing agents was imaged with cryo-FESEM, the SAXS series
of the same solutions were measured. Copper provides the most ordered morphology
among all metals.
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Figure IV.4: Effect of metals in THF/DMF solutions. (a) Integrated q values (b) 2d
intensity plot.

IV.1.2

Polymer without metal complexation

Binary solvent system
Effect of solvents for same concentration

The effect of the solvents two by two are measured in a same concentration for
comparison. Figure IV.5 shows the scattering curves for a concentration of PS-bP4VP of 16,6 wt%.
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Figure IV.5: Effect of different solvent combinations at 16.6wt% of block copolymer.
(a) Integrated q values (b) 2d intensity plot.

The scattering of the solution containing only THF and DOX has a very distinct
behavior when compared to the solutions containing DMF. The structure is very polydisperse and the morphology was not identifiable. The first peak is shifted towards
the smaller scattering vector (q) direction, with means by Equation III.6 that the size
of the real features in this solution are larger. This indicates that the micelles are
swollen and lost the ordering in this solvent mixture.
Now the effect of the increasing concentration of block copolymer in each of the
binary solvent systems composed by DMF, DOX and THF are shown. Figures IV.6
and IV.7 show the concentration series in a solvent mixture of DMF and DOX measured at two different occasions. Figure IV.8 shows different concentrations in DMF
and THF, and Figure IV.9 in DOX and THF.
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Figure IV.6: Different concentrations of block copolymer in DMF/DIOXANE 1:1
solvent mixture. Measurement made in May 2011. (a) Integrated q values (b) 2d
intensity plot.
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Figure IV.7: Different concentrations of block copolymer in DMF/DIOXANE 1:1
solvent mixture. Measurement made in October 2011. (a) Integrated q values (b) 2d
intensity plot.
There is a noticeable increase of order in this solvent mixture, being maximum at
∼20 wt%. The order is identified as 2D hexagonal. At high concentrations there is a
start of lost of this order by the decrease of intensity of the peaks accompanied by a
peak shift, once again towards larger real features.
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Figure IV.8: Increasing concentration series of PS-b-P4VP in 1:1 THF and DMF
solvent mixture. Measurement made in December 2011. (a) Integrated q values (b)
2d intensity plot.
This solvent combination behaves similarly to the previous one (DMF/DOX), but
achieves even better 2D hexagonal order at 22 wt%. The order is visibly better due
to the narrower and more intense peaks. At 22 wt% the order is lost and the same
tendency of peak shift is observed.
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Figure IV.9: Increasing concentration series of PS-b-P4VP in 1:1 THF and DOX
solvent mixture. Measurement made in December 2011. (a) Integrated q values (b)
2d intensity plot.
Surprisingly, the scattering of this solvent mixture does not change the morphology with increase of block copolymer concentration. There is a peak shift at large
concentrations indicating that the features are decreasing in real size. This fits the hypothesis that micelles are deformed and being pressured agains each other, decreasing
the interspacing distance.
To illustrate the comparison among the systems, Figure IV.10 display the scattering curves according to the concentration. Notice how the ordering maxima for
DMF/DOX solution is at 20 wt% while for THF/DMF is at 22 wt%.
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Figure IV.10: Concentration series of binary solvent systems. Binary solvent systems
at (a) 18wt%, (b) 20wt%, (c) 22wt% and (d) 24wt% of PS-b-P4VP

Ternary solvent system
Now the solvent system is composed of all the three solvents together, in a 1:1:1
proportion. The increasing concentration of block copolymer was measured in two
different opportunities and are displayed in Figures IV.11 and IV.12.
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Figure IV.11: Different concentrations of block copolymer in 1:1:1 THF/DMF/Dioxane solutions. Measurement made in May 2011. (a) Integrated q values (b) 2d
intensity plot.
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Figure IV.12: Different concentrations of block copolymer solutions in a 1:1:1 DMF/DOX/THF solution. Measurement made in October 2011. (a) Integrated q values
(b) 2d intensity plot.
The optimum ordering is at 22 wt%, even though the casting optimum concentration for this solution system is at 15 wt%. This could indicate that during the
evaporation of the solvents the solution reaches 22 wt%. However the solvents do not
evaporate in equal amounts. The solvents have very different vapor pressur and also
the interactions within the solvents, and of the solvents with the polymer, would not
allow the solvents to evaporate uniformly.

IV.1.3

Simulating the evaporation of the solvents

With the difficulty of determining the evaporation rates of a three solvent system, an
alternative approach is to try to observe the change of morphology during evaporation
in a controlled ex situ manner. A sequence of solutions of decreasing amount of
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solvents was prepared, considering the evaporation rate as an approximation to the
amount of each solvent in the solutions. FigureIV.13 contains the result of a simple
evaporation rate test obtained from the evaporation of pure solvents on an analytical
balance. The amount of mass change with time is proportional to the evaporation
rate.
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Figure IV.13: Measurement of evaporation rates for DMF, DOX, THF and a 1:1:1
mixture of these solvents.
*The evaporation of DMF is not detectable for the time scale of this experiment.
According to the measured tendency of evaporation, a rough approximation of
what the concentration of the solutions would be was made into solutions. This
approximation does not take into account the interaction between solvents and between polymer-solvent. However a change in morphology was detected as seen in
Figure IV.14.
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Figure IV.14: Simulation of the evaporation of the solvents on the surface of the
membrane. Note the structural transition from 2-D hexagonal to lamellar when most
dioxane is evaporated. (a) Integrated q values (b) 2d intensity plot.

The distribution of the q values and FWHM of the first maxima can be seen in
Figure IV.15. The FWHM can give us some information on the grain size with use
of Scherrer equation. The q values cannot give much information when the structure
has such a clear change of morphology because the q vector is defined differently for
each morphology.
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Figure IV.15: Values of (a) q and (b) FWHM for the first peak of Figure IV.14

The several systems with different solvent combinations analyzed with SAXS are
comparatively displayed in terms of the intermicellar spacing (or d-spacing). Figure IV.16 contains this summarized results of the solutions and a sketch of their
tendencies.
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Figure IV.16: Intermicellar spacing of PS-b-P4VP in different solvent combinations.
For the samples containing DMF there is a visible transition regarding the dspacing of the samples. At high concentration, these samples lose their morphology,
which can be noticed in FiguresIV.7, IV.8 and IV.12. An increase of d-spacing with
the increase of concentration can only be related to a change of morphology. Without
DMF the samples are very polydispersed, as seen in FigureIV.9 which indicates instability in the shape of the micelles. With the increase of concentration the d-spacing
decrease, which can be attributed to the less availability of space between the micelles.
The samples containing copper follow the trend of the samples with DMF, but the
loss of morphology was not detected for the concentrations measured, which could
indicated a better structural stability with the use of metallic complexing agents.
These results were published at the Journal Soft Matter. A copy of the publication
can be found at the Appendix C.
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Different block copolymers
Some solutions of different molecular weight PS-b-P4VP were also analyzed by SAXS.
The concentrations and solvents used were similar to the series of the 175-b-65 kg/mol
already analyzed, for comparison. The other block copolymers were not as ordered,
an indication that the quantity of solvents would need to be optimized. However, it
is possible to improve the optimization process by observing these SAXS results.
The block copolymer with 330-b-125 kg/mol shows a hexagonal morphology starting at a higher concentration. Therefore, the casting solution for this film should be
either at a higher concentration, or it should have a longer evaporation time. It is
also noticeable that the d-spacing of these solutions are larger when compared to the
175-b-65 kg/mol samples, which is in accordance with the expectations. The larger
the molecular weight, the larger is the intermicellar distance and the larges the pore
of the final membrane will be.
The 365-b-34 kg/mol block copolymer does not have any peak over a large range
of concentrations. That could be either because the range of the d-spacing is larger
than the resolution of the beam line, or due to optimization reasons. A much higher
concentration would be needed to observe the ordering if this was the case.
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Figure IV.17: Poly(styrene-b-vinylpyridine) in 1THF:1DMF:1DOX solutions with
different concentrations; total molecular weight of (a) 240 g/mol, (b) 455 g/mol, (c)
399 g/mol.
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Figure IV.18: Poly(styrene-b-vinylpyridine) in 1THF:1DMF:1DOX solutions with
different molecular weigh; concentration of polymer of (a) 16wt% and (b) 22wt%.

The triblock terpolymer PI-b-PS-b-P4VP synthesized by by Rachel Dorin/Uli
Wiesner (Cornell University) also forms a highly ordered membrane. Although the
morphology of such membrane differs from the diblock explored so far. The triblock
membrane has a BCC morphology both in the final membrane and solution. The
morphology for both di and triblock systems is the same in solution and in the final
membrane. More details for this membrane can be seen in the paper published in
collaboration, on Appendix C. Figure IV.19 shows the SAXS results for two different
molecular weight triblocks. Figure IV.20 compares the SAXS results for the diblock
and triblock at the casting concentration and at a highly ordered concentration.
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Figure IV.19: Concentration series of the triblock terpolymer PI-b-PS-b-P4VP in a
7:3 DOX/THF solution. Total molecular weight of (a) 100 kg/mol and (b) 130 kg/mol
(collaboration with Rachel Dorin/Uli Wiesner (Cornell).
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Figure IV.20: Comparison of the morphology of the diblock and triblock copolymers
at the casting concentration and at highly ordered concentrations (collaboration with
Rachel Dorin/Uli Wiesner (Cornell).
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IV.1.4

Cryo Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy

The solutions with 1:1:1 DMF, DOX and THF solvent mixture were examined with
cryo-SEM. The concentrations of 15, 18 20 and 22 wt% were frozen and fractured
several times until goo images were obtained. Figure IV.21 shows the images of the
frozen solutions accompanied by their respective scattering pattern.
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Figure IV.21: SAXS and cryo-FESEM data for sequence of concentration of PS-bP4VP. (a) 15wt%, (b) 18wt%, (c) 20wt% and (d) 22wt%.

The micelles are identified as bright spheres of diameter of the order of 30 nm
while the black background is the sublimed solvent. The order of the samples seems
to increase with concentration, in agreement with the SAXS results. The inter-micelle
distance is in the order of 70 nm, again in agreement with the SAXS measurements.

IV.2

Casting by doctor blading and evaporation

IV.2.1

Doctor blading

A common question that can rise from the analysis of the solutions is whether better
ordered membranes could yield from higher concentration solutions. The SEM images
in Figure IV.23 show how the final morphology after solvent exchange is affected by
the increase in polymer concentration of the casting solution.
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Figure IV.22: Membranes prepared from different concentration solutions, evaporated
by 20 s, plunged in water bath remaining in water overnight and dried.
Observe that already at 16 wt% the surface of the membrane is deformed, appearing to indicate a shear direction. A solution too viscous to be spread will not maintain
the lattice structure and are susceptible to shear forces. This is the reason why the
evaporation is necessary after casting. The lower viscosity of the 15 wt% solution,
even though without a sharp order, spreads easily at the casting procedure for just
then evaporate into higher ordered structures. This results brings to discussion the
principle defended by Watanabe et al [49] that the resistance of the crystalline structure to shear is directly proportion to the strength of the interaction (rheology) of
the micelles. Some rheological studies would be an exciting addition to this research.

IV.2.2

Measurements during the evaporation of the membrane

Within the three main stages of the manufacturing of this block copolymer membrane, the evaporation of solvents after casting is the most time sensitive. For
PS-b-P4VP with Mw of 175,000-b-65,000 g/mol in the three solvents mixture of
1DMF:1DOX:1THF, the optimized evaporation time before plunging in water is of
20 s. As seen already in the SAXS experiments, the concentration of solvents play an
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important role in the morphology of the micelles. In these 20 s of evaporation, the
surface of the membrane is reaching higher concentration of polymers to establish the
desired morphology.
Although the evaporation time was found empirically, the characterization of this
stage can bring further insight to the understanding of this process. In situ experiments are necessary to observe the changes with time. An option available is the
Grazing Incidence SAXS (GISAXS), if performed with a fast detector that allows the
desirable time resolution. At the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS),
the beam line D1 offered a good detector response of 4 measurements/s and an automatic doctor blading system to cast the membranes inside the experimental hutch.
This experiment was performed with Detlef Smilgies/Rachel Dorin/Ulli Wiesner and
the publication can be found in Appendix C. The collaborator analyzed a different
block-copolymer system with lower molecular weight, which was more suitable to the
resolution of the beam line.
Prior to the GISAXS experiments there was an attempt to find other solvent systems which would require a longer evaporation time. There were several attempts.
Some failed results to obtain a porous final structure is shown in Figure IV.23, presenting some lamellar-like structure.
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(a)

(b)

Figure IV.23: Membranes after casting and immersion in water; (a) after prolonged evaporation (120 s) from the casting solution of 15 wt% of PS-b-P4VP in
1THF:1DMF:1DOX and (b) after 60 s evaporation from 12 wt% of PS-b-P4VP in
1THF:1DMF:1DOX
However a system was found with porous structure without any evaporation time
allowed before plunging. This optimum solution was the system that presented detectable drying behavior at the in situ GISAXS experiments. The image of the
membrane after phase inversion can be seen in Figure IV.24 in comparison with the
optimized membrane made with the usual solvent composition.
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(a)

(b)

Figure IV.24: Phase inverted membranes from (a) 15 wt% PS-b-P4VP in 1:1:1 DMF,
DOX, THF solution and (b) 17 wt% PS-b-P4VP in 1:1 DMF, DOX solution.

Several measurements were taken for each sample, every 4 s. A time evolution of
the structure can be seen in Figure IV.25. This was the only solution measured with
this GISXAS set up that yielded an observable drying behavior due to the time scale
of the evaporation and the resolution of the beam line.
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Figure IV.25: Evaporation of 17wt% solution of PS-b-P4VP in 1:1 DMF, DOX solvent
mixture. Next 10 min with one measurement made every 25 s. This film was measured
for 10 min.
In Figure IV.26 there is a comparison between the optimum GISAXS solution of
17 wt% in 1DMF:1DOX and the optimum casting solution of 15 wt% in 1DMF:1DOX:1THF.
The 15 wt% soluton has less scattering signal detected.
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Figure IV.26: Thin film of (1) 17 wt% and (2) 15 wt% PS-b-P4VP in DMF/DOX
and DMF/DOX/THF respectively, (a) at t=0 s (b) after 6 min evaporation and (c)
completely dry film.
The integration of the image as seen in Figure III.4 of the previous chapter requires
two cuts in perpendicular directions. The cut in the horizontal direction yields the
information of the surface of the membrane while the vertical cut yield the information
perpendicular to the surface, towards the depth of the membrane. For the 17 wt%
solution the structures could be detected and and identified as 2D hexagonal, while
in the vertical cut there is no structure, but I slightly decrease in the probed feature
is detected (consistent to drying behavior).
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Figure IV.27: GISAXS scattering data of a 17 wt% PS-b-P4VP solution in DMF/DOX. (a) In-plane cuts with depicted peak changes as evaporation proceeds and
(b) Vertical cut with one main distance detected showing a slight peak shift with
evaporation.

IV.2.3

Freezing the morphology

Another option to observe the morphology during the evaporation is to freeze the
membrane at different evaporation times and image the surface on cryo-FESEM. The
sample is spread onto the cryo-FESEM aluminum sample holder with the help of a
casting knife, calibrated for the gate hight of 200 µm. The sample was then frozen
taking from 4 s and 20 s from the moment of spreading until total immersion in liquid
nitrogen. Figure IV.28 shows the images after the respective evaporation times.
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(a)

(b)

Figure IV.28: Cryo-FESEM of casted films before immersion in water made from
15wt% of PS-b-P4VP after (a) 4 s and (b) 20 s of evaporation

For both situations the pores are already formed at the surface and their morphology resembles the 2D hexagonal structure of the final plunged membrane. The
pores seem larger after 20 s of evaporation Figure IV.28(b). It was noticed during the
imaging of such films that different areas have different aspect, indicating that the
evaporation of the film could not be uniform thoroughly. Possibly the initial area of
casting suffers more evaporation than the final area. However, such difference is not
noticed in final plunged membranes.
Another interesting finding regarding the PS-b-P4VP film is the merging of the
micelles into strings. This can be seen on top of the Figure IV.28 (b), and is shown in
detail on Figure IV.29 and IV.33. An hypothesis for pore formation is that the string
structures would then align themselves parallel to each other, resembling a lamellar
structure, which would then connect to each other in the 2D hexagonal morphology.
The publication containing these results is under preparation and a sketch can be
found in Appendix C.
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Figure IV.29: Surface of doctor bladed film of 15 wt% of PS-b-P4VP in
1DMF:1DOX:1THF frozen after 20 s of evaporation. The block copolymer matrix
assembles into reversed 2D hexagonal shape yielding the precursor pores.

IV.2.4

Solution vs. Thin Film

With the cryo-SEM images of the solution and the thin film before plunging, a comparative analysis of the two situations can be done. Figure IV.30 reveals an important
difference between the two systems: although the morphology is essentially the same
(2D hexagonal), the probed features are different and one is the reversed morphology
of the other.
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Figure IV.30: Schematic of the change of scattering object in solution and during
pore formation (evaporation). In detail, cryo-FESEM images of a 15 wt% solution of
PS-b-P4VP in DMF/THF/DOX before casting and 4 s after casting as a thin film
layer (200 µm).
The hexagonal structure in the solution is formed by the micelles of block copolymer. However on the surface of the thin film the structure is formed by the pores,
which is probably yield by the center space of the solution structure. The pores form
a hexagonal structure with a center body. The measurements of the d-spacing from
SAXS and GISAXS also provide a indication of this phenomenon (Figure IV.31).

(a)

(b)

Figure IV.31: Changes in the d-spacing of (a) SAXS of solutions of different concentrations of PS-b-P4VP in 1DMF:1DOX and (b) GISAXS scattering data in-plane of a
casted thin film of 17 wt% PS-b-P4VP solution in 1DMF:1DOX during evaporation.
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The scattering measurements yield the lattice parameter formed by the scattering
bodies. In SAXS those bodies are the micelles and the distance probed is the intermicellar distance. This value is of the order of 70 nm. In GISAXS the scattering
bodies are the pores and the distance probed is the inter-pore distance. For GISAXS
this value is initially about 100 nm.
Images of the cross section of the frozen solution and thin film were also possible
to be acquire. They can be seen in Figure IV.32.

(a)

(b)

Figure IV.32: Cross section of solution and doctor bladed thin film. (a) Droplet of
solution of 15 wt% PS-b-P4VP in 1DMF:1DOX:1THF (b) thin film of 17 wt% PSb-P4VP in 1DMF:1DOX after 4 s of evaporation, sublimed for 15 min inside SEM
chamber.
The structure cannot be seen from a cross-section, however it is possible to see
that the micelles aggregate into long structures that will form the walls of the pores.
In some high concentration solutions this aggregation could be seen as well, as seen
in Figure IV.33.
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Figure IV.33: Cryo-SEM cross section image of a solution of 22 wt% of PS-b-P4VP
in 1:1:1 DMF, THF and DOX solution.

IV.3

Coating membranes with Atomic Layer Deposition

Membranes os PS-b-P4VP were coated using Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) by
Pradipta Nayak/Husam Alshareef (KAUST). The first attempt to coat the membranes with aluminum oxide (Al2 O3 ) by ALD was successful. The membrane structure was preserved even under the 70◦ C of the process. The coating unit was set
to approximate 7 nm, because the thickness at this temperature have not been calibrated at the time. The ALD coated samples and the control samples can be seen in
Figures IV.34 and IV.35.
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(a) Control Sample

(b) Al2 O3 coated

Figure IV.34: Membrane of block copolymer PS-b-P4VP magnified at 200,000 times
in SEM.
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(a) Control Sample

(b) Al2 O3 coated

(c) Control Sample

(d) Al2 O3 coated

(e) Control Sample

(f) Al2 O3 coated
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(g) Control Sample

(h) Al2 O3 coated

Figure IV.35: Magnification series in SEM before and after coating with ALD.
From a rough calculation of pore size from these pictures, the average pore diameter before coating was of 43 ± 2 nm and after coating with Al2 O3 was of 28 ± 2 nm.
Therefore the decrease in pore diameter was of 15 ± 2 nm. This is within a reasonable
accordance with the expected coated value.

Chapter V
Concluding Remarks
This work analyzes the process of making membranes by self-assembly combined by
non solvent induced phase separation. The stages of membrane preparation were
analyzed separately. First, the aspects of the casting solution were probed by small
angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and cryo field emission scanning electron microscope
(cryo-SEM). Then the evaporation of the cast membrane before immersion in a non
solvent bath was accompanied in situ by grazing incidence small angle x-ray scattering
(GISAXS). Cryo-SEM images of the cast membrane at different evaporation times
was used to supplement the analysis of this stage.
The analysis of the solution was expected to reveal indications of self-assembly. It
was know that the block copolymer selected for this work (PS-b-P4VP) has an amphiphilic behavior and can form micelles when prepared in a selective solvent solution.
The solvent DMF has a selectivity property for the copolymer blocks, inducing the
formation of micelles while DOX increase the micelle to micelle interaction inducing
the self-assembly [100]. Therefore evidences of self-assembly were expected to be seen
in the solution [100] . This worked showed that the solution present a 2D hexagonal
morphology corresponding to the morphology of the final membrane. This result was
published at Macro Letters and can be seen in Appendix C.
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Furthermore the role of the solution composition on the self-assembly was examined. Several solutions with different concentration of block copolymer, different
proportion and quantities of solvents as well as the addition of complexing agents
were examined with SAXS. The list of solutions can be found at the Appendix A.
It was noticed in general that the ordering of the sample is directly proportional to
the concentration of block copolymer until an optimum concentration, after which
the order is loss. It was proposed that a morphological change occurs at higher concentration. A morphology change was detected when simulating the evaporation of
solvents. This simulation consisted of the measurement with SAXS of solutions with
the same mass of block copolymer and less amount of solvents according to their
evaporation tendencies. The structure changed from 2D hexagonal to lamellar. In
fact, a lamellar structure was imaged in several non optimized membranes. It was also
confirmed by cryo-SEM imaging of the solutions that the increase of order is visible
with the increase of block-copolymer concentration. These results were published at
the journal Soft Matter.
It was also demonstrated in this work that the evaporation of the solvents prior to
immersion in the non solvent bath is essential for the membrane formation. Solutions
with higher concentration of block copolymer, and therefore better ordering, do not
yield membranes with better order. The higher ordering can only be achieved with
evaporation after the doctor blading of the solution, or the shear forces will disrupt
the morphology.
Measurements of the thin film of block copolymer and solvents right after casting
were probed while the evaporation took place by GISAXS. The results were limited
to the observation of the drying behavior of one solution, that presented increasing
order with evaporation time, reaching a 2D hexagonal structure and losing the order
afterwards. The cryo-SEM images were very useful to help understand the transition
from solution to membrane, in combination to the GISAXS and SAXS data it was
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shown that the micelles are ordered in an inverted hexagonal structure, which yields
a true hexagonal structure of pores in the thin film. Also, it was seen that there
is a higher order of self-assembly that takes part during the evaporation of the thin
film, while the concentration of block copolymer increases. The micelles seem to form
cylindrical structures that assemble to form the pores of the membrane.
An experimental coating of membranes with aluminum oxide by atomic layer
deposition (ALD) was performed successfully, being able to maintain the isoporous
structure of the membrane and decrease the pore size. This seems to be a promising
option of method to tune the pore size according to the required application. The
experiments will be continued in order to obtain experimental evidence of the functionality of the tuned pores. Filtration experiments with different molecule sizes will
determine the capacity of rejection of the coated membranes.

APPENDICES

Chapter VI
Appendix A: Experimental Details

Table VI.1: Chemical substances used in the experimental work
Chemicals
Poly(styrene)-blockPS-b-P4VP
-Poly(vinylpyridine)
Poly(styrene)-blockPS-b-P4VP
-Poly(vinylpyridine)
Poly(styrene)-blockPS-b-P4VP
-Poly(vinylpyridine)
Poly(styrene)-block-Poly(vinylpyridine)- PS-b-P4VP
-block-Poly(styrene)
N,NDMF
dimethylformamide
Tetrahydrofuoran
THF
1,4-Dioxane
DOX
Acetone
Ethanol
Chloroform
Copper Acetate
Iron Acetate
Cobalt Acetate
Nickel Acetate

Supplier
Polymer
Source
Polymer
Source
Polymer
Source
Polymer
Source

Details
Mw= 175k-b-65k gmol−1
Polydispersivity 1.09
Mw = 330k-b-125k gmol−1
Polydispersivity (check)
Mw = 365k-b-34k gmol−1
Polydispersivity (check)
Mw = 2k-b-73k-b-2k gmol−1
Polydispersivity (check)

Aldrich

Anhydrous

Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Acros Organics
Aldrich
Acros Organics
Acros Organics

Anhydrous
Anhydrous
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Cu(CH3 COO)2
F e(CH3 COO)2
Co(CH3 COO)2
N i(CH3 COO)2
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Table VI.2: Index of solutions measured by Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS)
Block copolymer
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k

Concentration(wt%)
20
20
20
20
20
22
20
19
18
15
5
20
16.6
16.6
16.6
16.6
18
14
18
24
20
15
16
17
19
22
24
14
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
15
20.9
22.8
26.1
34.6

Solvent Proportion
7DMF 3THF
7DMF 3THF
7DMF 3THF
7DMF 3THF
7DMF 3THF
7DMF 3THF
7DMF 3THF
7DMF 3THF
7DMF 3THF
7DMF 3THF
7DMF 3THF
7DMF 0THF
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF
1DMF
1DOX
1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF
1DOX
7DMF 3THF
7DMF 3THF
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF
1DOX
1DMF
1DOX
1DMF
1DOX
1DMF
1DOX
1DMF
1DOX
1DMF
1DOX
1DMF
1DOX
1DMF
1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF
1DOX
5DMF
4DOX
2DMF
1DOX
DMF

Additive(wt%)
0.75 Cu2+
0.15 Cu2+
0.15 Co2+
0.15 Ni2+
0.15 Fe2+
0.15 Cu2+
0.15 Cu2+
0.15 Cu2+
0.15 Cu2+
0.15 Cu2+
0.15 Cu2+
0.15 Cu2+
0.15 Cu2+
0.15 Ni2+
-
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Block copolymer
PS-b-P4VP-b-PI/55k-b-14k-b-30k
PS-b-P4VP-b-PI/55k-b-14k-b-30k
PS-b-P4VP-b-PI/55k-b-14k-b-30k
PS-b-P4VP-b-PI/55k-b-14k-b-30k
PS-b-P4VP-b-PI/55k-b-14k-b-30k
PS-b-P4VP-b-PI/55k-b-14k-b-30k
PS-b-P4VP-b-PI/75k-b-21k-b-34k
PS-b-P4VP-b-PI/75k-b-21k-b-34k
PS-b-P4VP-b-PI/75k-b-21k-b-34k
PS-b-P4VP-b-PI/75k-b-21k-b-34k
PS-b-P4VP-b-PI/75k-b-21k-b-34k
PS-b-P4VP-b-PI/75k-b-21k-b-34k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP-b-PI/55k-b-14k-b-30k
PS-b-P4VP-b-PI/75k-b-21k-b-34k
PS-b-P4VP/330k-b-125k
PS-b-P4VP/330k-b-125k
PS-b-P4VP/330k-b-125k
PS-b-P4VP/330k-b-125k
PS-b-P4VP/330k-b-125k
PS-b-P4VP/330k-b-125k
PS-b-P4VP/330k-b-125k
PS-b-P4VP/365k-b-34k
PS-b-P4VP/365k-b-34k
PS-b-P4VP/365k-b-34k
PS-b-P4VP/365k-b-34k
PS-b-P4VP/365k-b-34k
PS-b-P4VP/365k-b-34k
PS-b-P4VP/365k-b-34k
P4VP-b-PS-b-P4VP /2k-b-73k-b-2k
P4VP-b-PS-b-P4VP /2k-b-73k-b-2k
P4VP-b-PS-b-P4VP /2k-b-73k-b-2k
P4VP-b-PS-b-P4VP/2k-b-73k-b-2k
P4VP-b-PS-b-P4VP/2k-b-73k-b-2k
P4VP-b-PS-b-P4VP/2k-b-73k-b-2k
P4VP-b-PS-b-P4VP/2k-b-73k-b-2k)

Concentration(wt%)
8
10
12
14
16
20
8
10
12
14
16
20
18
18
20
20
22
22
24
24
12
12
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

Solvent Proportion
3THF 7DOX
3THF 7DOX
3THF 7DOX
3THF 7DOX
3THF 7DOX
3THF 7DOX
3THF 7DOX
3THF 7DOX
3THF 7DOX
3THF 7DOX
3THF 7DOX
3THF 7DOX
1DMF 1THF
1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF
1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF
1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF
1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
1DMF 1THF 1DOX
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Block copolymer
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k
PS-b-P4VP/175k-b-65k

Concentration(wt%)
18
20
22
24
26

Solvent Proportion
20DMF 17ACT 43DOX
20DMF 17ACT 43DOX
20DMF 17ACT 43DOX
20DMF 17ACT 43DOX
20DMF 17ACT 43DOX

Additive(wt%)
-

Table VI.3: Coating materials and parameters sputtered on membranes before SEM
imaging
Target Material
Gold (Au)
Platinum (Pt)
*Platinum (Pt)
Iridium (Ir)

Current
20 mA
20 mA
∼7 mA
20 mA

Deposition Time
60 s
30 s
30 s
15 s

Approximate Thickness (ref needed)
∼5 nm

* Inside cryo set up.

∼1.7 nm

Chapter VII
Appendix B: Written codes
This appendix contains some of the codes written and edited by the author that were
significant for the SAXS data analysis. The codes run on Matlab.
1. Processing Multi Gaussian Analysis
Calls data file per sample, call multi gaussian function with starting parameters
for fitting. Output the information on each peak and save it in structures.

%% Processing of multi gaussian analysis

% This macros read the 'samplename' (user input) and fit a gaussian for the
% summed file, and also for the sectors selected by the arc 'fi' (user
% input).
%
% 'lam' contains the parameter of the fit, being the last 3 the parameters
% of the background (quadratic equation). Each group of 3 parametres from
% 'lam'
%

are respectively the intensity, position and sigma of each gaussian.

%

'lam' were defined for each data after extensive analysis (June,2011).

%
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% 'll' is the vector that defines the pixels to be used for the
% calculations. The parameters from 'fi' are defined by looking at the 2D
% image of each data.
%
% The data is saved in mat files, eps figures and in the structure P (for
% summed files) and PS'n' (for sector 'n').
%
% Debora Marques, 30/06/2011, DESY.

addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/macrospilatus
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0523Vainio/processing
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0523Vainio/data1
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0528Vainio/processing
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0528Vainio/data1
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/macrospilatus
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/macrospilatus/macrosmythen
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/macrospilatus/calibrationfiles
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/macrospilatus/dataqualitytools
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/pilatusnotopenaccess
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/cSAXS matlab base package
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/Macros analysis

P=struct('samplename',0,'positions',0,'intensities',0,'q norm',0,'widths',
0,'FWHM',0);
F=struct('samplename',0,'q norm',0,'positions',0,'FWHM',0);

%%

Concentration series with Cu2+

samplename='S2ppb';
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n=1;
lam=[2.1240
0.1477
0.0069

0.0853
0.0030
0.0151

0.0034
0.0646
0.2539

0.5418
0.17

0.0874

0.0042

0.0099

0.0086

0.0857

152.3912

0.1529

0.2246

9.6788

10.3823];

lam original=lam;
ll=[6:100];
showplot=0;
tic
[intensities,positions,widths,q,khi2,lam,FWHM] = ...
...multigaussiananalysis(samplename,lam,ll,showplot,0.005);
set(gca,'XMinorTick','on');
grid minor
toc

%lam

q 1=min(positions);
q norm=positions/q 1;

P(n).samplename=samplename;
P(n).positions=positions;
P(n).intensities=intensities;
P(n).q norm=q norm;
P(n).widths=widths;
P(n).FWHM=FWHM;

save (sprintf('/Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/...'
'...SAXS May 28and29 2011/Macros analysis/saved parameters/%s.mat',
samplename),'samplename','intensities','positions','widths','q','q norm',
'khi2','lam','FWHM');

print('−depsc', sprintf('/Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/...'
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'...DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/Macros analysis/saved parameters/%s'
,samplename));
savestruct(P,'gaussianofsummedfiles.txt')

% Sector integration
[filename1,filename2,filename3,filename4] = ...
... restricintegration(samplename,[40 70])
print('−depsc', sprintf('/Users/deboramarques/Documents/...'
'PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/Macros analysis/saved parameters'
'/%s sector integration',filename1([8:(end−6)])));

FILE=struct('filenames',0);
FILE(1).filenames=filename1;
FILE(2).filenames=filename2;
FILE(3).filenames=filename3;
FILE(4).filenames=filename4;

for(k=1:4)
PS(n,k)=struct('samplename',0,'positions',0,'intensities',0,...
'q norm',0,'widths',0,'FWHM',0);
FS(n,k)=struct('samplename',0,'q norm',0,'positions',0,'FWHM',0);
end

for(m=1:4)
lam=lam original;
a=load(FILE(m).filenames);
lam(1:3:end)=lam(1:3:end)*20;
lam((end−1):(end))=lam((end−1):(end))*20;
ll=find(a(:,2)>0);
ll=ll([10:140]);
[intensities,positions,widths,q,khi2,lam,FWHM] = ...
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multigaussiananalysis(samplename,lam,ll,showplot,0.005,
FILE(m).filenames);
PS(n,m).samplename=sprintf('%s section %d',samplename,m);
PS(n,m).positions=positions;
PS(n,m).intensities=intensities;
PS(n,m).q norm=q norm;
PS(n,m).widths=widths;
PS(n,m).FWHM=FWHM;
save (sprintf('/Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/...'
'SAXS May 28and29 2011/Macros analysis/saved parameters/...'
'sectintegration/%s section %d.mat',samplename,m),
'samplename','intensities','positions','widths','q','q norm',
'khi2','lam','FWHM');
print('−depsc', sprintf('/Users/deboramarques/Documents/...'
'PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/Macros analysis/...'
'saved parameters/sectintegration/%s section %d',samplename,m));
savestruct(PS,'gaussianofsectorfiles.txt')
%Weigthed average of peaks
FS(n,m)=ponderate intensity(PS,samplename,m,1,2);
savestruct(FS,'avereged values sectors.txt');
end

%Weigthed average of peaks

F(n)=ponderate intensity(P,samplename,0,1,2);
savestruct(F,'avereged values.txt');
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2. Multi Gaussian Analysis
Controls the multiple peaks fitting. Calls gaussian fit function.

function [intensities,positions,widths,q,khi2,lam,FWHM] = ...
multigaussiananalysis(samplename,lam,ll,showplot,poslimit,file)

% Fitting the data

fsn = outputFSN(samplename);

if(nargin>5)
a = load(sprintf('%s',file));
else
a = load(sprintf('summed%d.dat',fsn));
end

q = a(ll,1)*10;
intensity = a(ll,2)*1000;
error = a(ll,3)*1000;

% intensity position width
f = gaussianline(lam,q);

plot(q,intensity.*q.ˆ2,q,f);
xlabel('q (nmˆ−ˆ1)');
ylabel('I \cdot qˆ2 (arb. units)');
%axis([0.03 0.9 min(intensity.*q.ˆ2)*0.1 max(intensity.*q.ˆ2)*1.05])

if(isempty(poslimit))
for(k = 1:30)
lam = fminsearch('gaussianfit',lam,[],intensity.*q.ˆ2,error.*q.ˆ2, ...
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q,showplot);
end
else
lowerlimit=lam(2:3:(end−3))−poslimit;
upperlimit=lam(2:3:(end−3))+poslimit;
for(k = 1:30)
lam = fminsearch('gaussianfit',lam,[],intensity.*q.ˆ2,error.*q.ˆ2,...
q,showplot,lowerlimit,upperlimit);
end
end

khi2 = gaussianfit(lam,intensity.*q.ˆ2,error.*q.ˆ2,q,1)
lam2 = lam;
lam = abs(lam);
lam(end−1) = lam2(end−1);
lam(end−2) = lam2(end−2);
lam(end−3) = lam2(end−3);
hold on

counter = 1;
for(k = 1:3:(length(lam)−3))
g = gaussianline([lam(k:(k+2)) 0 0],q);
plot(q,g,'r'); hold on
intensities(counter) = lam(k);
positions(counter) = lam(k+1);
widths(counter) = lam(k+2);
FWHM(counter)=sqrt(2.*log(2)).*2.*lam(k+2);
counter = counter + 1;
end;

hold off
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3. Gaussian fit

function [g,f] = gaussianfit(lam,data,error,x,showplot,lowerlimit,...
upperlimit)

% function g = gaussianfit(lam,data,error,x,showplot)
%
% NOTE: Uses gaussianline.m

data = data(:); error = error(:); x = x(:);
lam2 = lam;
lam = abs(lam);
lam(end−1) = lam2(end−1);
lam(end−2) = lam2(end−2);
lam(end−3) = lam2(end−3);

f = gaussianline(lam,x)';

f = f(:);

g = sum(((data−f)./error).ˆ2)/(length(data)−length(lam));

if(nargin>5)
counter=1;
for j=1:3:(length(lam)−3)
pos = lam(j+1);
if

(pos < lowerlimit(counter) | | pos > upperlimit(counter))

g=g+1000;
end
counter=counter+1;
end
end
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if(showplot == 1)
plot(x,data,x,f);
xlabel('q (nmˆ−ˆ1)');
ylabel('I \cdot qˆ2 (arb. units)');
%axis([0.03 0.9 min(data)*0.1 max(data)*1.05])
legend('Sample','Fit');
title(sprintf('chiˆ2 = %.2f',g));
drawnow
end;
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4. Gaussian line

function f = gaussianline(lam,x)

% function f = gaussianline(lam,x)
%
% IN:
%
% lam = [intensity position FWHM/(2*sqrt(2*ln 2)) slope background] x
=
% x−axis, a vector
%
% Gaussian f(x) = 1/(s*sqrt(2*pi))*exp[−(x−x0)ˆ2/(2*sˆ2)],
%
% where s*sqrt(2)ln(2) is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
% peak.
%
% NOTE: macro gaussianfit.m uses this.
%
% Originally Seppo Andersson, seppo.andersson@helsinki.fi (Univ. of
% Helsinki) Edited 2.9.2003 Ulla Vainio, ulla.vainio@helsinki.fi (Univ. of
% Helsinki) Edited July 2011 Debora Marques, debora.marques@kaust.edu.sa
% (KAUST)

n = length(lam);
f = 0;
j=1;
while j < n−3
int

= lam(j);

pos = lam(j+1);
width = abs(lam(j+2));
f = f + int/(width*sqrt(2*pi))*(exp(−0.5*(x−pos).ˆ2/widthˆ2));
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j = j + 3;
end;

f = f + lam(length(lam)−2)*x.ˆ2 + lam(length(lam)−1)*x + lam(length(lam));
%linear: f = f +

lam(length(lam)−1)*x + lam(length(lam));
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5. Saving data into structure

function savestruct(struct1,filename)

fields = fieldnames(struct1);
fid = fopen(filename,'w');

s=size(struct1);

if length(struct1(1).samplename)<6
for j=1:max(s)
for k = 1:length(fields)
nums1 = getfield(struct1(j),fields{k});
fprintf(fid,'%s\t',fields{k});
if(isstr(nums1))
fprintf(fid,'%s',nums1);
else
for(m = 1:length(nums1))
%fprintf(fid,'\t');
fprintf(fid,'%f\t',nums1(m));
end
end
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
else
for j=1:s(1)
for i=1:s(2)
for k = 1:length(fields)
nums1 = getfield(struct1(j,i),fields{k});
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fprintf(fid,'%s\t',fields{k});
if(isstr(nums1))
fprintf(fid,'%s',nums1);
else
for(m = 1:length(nums1))
%fprintf(fid,'\t');
fprintf(fid,'%f\t',nums1(m));
end
end
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
end
fclose(fid);
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6. Calculation of the error from the plot

% Error Analysis − Processing file

addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/Macros analysis/saved parameters/
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/macrospilatus
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0523Vainio/processing
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0523Vainio/data1
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0528Vainio/processing
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0528Vainio/data1
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/macrospilatus
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/macrospilatus/macrosmythen
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/macrospilatus/calibrationfiles
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/macrospilatus/dataqualitytools
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/pilatusnotopenaccess
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/cSAXS matlab base package
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/Macros analysis

load

Structures with info of all data.mat

% loaded structures: P,PS,F,FS

MCdata=struct('samplename',0,'randplot',0,'intensities',0,'positions',0,
'widths',0,'q',0,'khi2',0,'lam',0,'FWHM',0);
MCdata w=struct('samplename',0,'q norm',0,'positions',0,'FWHM',0);
showplot=0;
poslimit=0.005;

% MCdata contains Monte Carlo random plot and random variables MCdata w
% contains the weighted peaks, i? the final Monte Carlo data

%% Standard deviation of fit: Monte Carlo (error of the fit)
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for(n=1:21)
samplename=P(n).samplename;
load (sprintf('/Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/SAXS ...'
'May 28and29 2011/Macros analysis/saved parameters/%s.mat', samplename))

%for(m=1:max(size(F)))
%

comp=strcmp(samplename,P(m).samplename); % change to P(m).samplename,

%

not F if(comp==1)

%
%

n=m;
end

%end

%n=10; samplename=P(10).samplename; load
%(sprintf('/Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/Ma
%cros analysis/saved parameters/%s.mat', samplename))

fsn = outputFSN(samplename);
a = load(sprintf('summed%d.dat',fsn));
ll=[6:140];

for(j=1:100)
for(k=1:length(a))
random curve(k,j)=randn(1)*a(k,3)+a(k,2);
end
end
% Note that each MonteCarlo data is stored in the columms of matrix
% "random curve"

MCdata(n).samplename=samplename;
MCdata(n).randplot=random curve;

% fitting
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npeaks=length(P(n).positions);

for(j=1:100)
[intensities(j,:),positions(j,:),widths(j,:),FWHM(j,:)] = ...
multigaussiananalysisforMCdata(a,random curve(:,j),
lam,ll,showplot,poslimit);
end

% Note that each MonteCarlo fit is stored in the rows of matrix
% "intensities", "positions", "widths" and "FWHM"

MCdata(n).intensities=intensities;
MCdata(n).positions=positions;
MCdata(n).widths=widths;
MCdata(n).FWHM=FWHM;

end

% Until here the code seems to be working fine. Debuging at 13:59 13/08/11

%% Merge peaks from MCdata
% start here
for(j=1:21)
j
samplename=F(j).samplename;
if˜isempty(samplename)
%for(m=1:max(size(F))) comp=strcmp(samplename,F(m).samplename); % here
%needs to be F (not all use ponderate intensity) if(comp==1)
n=j;
%end end

npeaks=length(P(n).positions);
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S=struct('samplename',0,'intensities',0,'positions',0,'FWHM',0);
S.samplename=MCdata(n).samplename;

for(k=1:100)
S.positions=MCdata(n).positions(k,:);
S.intensities=MCdata(n).intensities(k,:);
S.FWHM=MCdata(n).FWHM(k,:);
if(npeaks−length(F(n).positions)==1)
Temp struct=ponderate intensity(S,F(n).samplename,0,1,2);
else
Temp struct=ponderate intensity(S,F(n).samplename,0,1,2,3);
end
Temp matrix q norm(k,:)=Temp struct.q norm;
% Check here why the positions in MCdata weigthed are not the
% expected
Temp matrix positions(k,:)=Temp struct.positions;
Temp matrix FWHM(k,:)=Temp struct.FWHM;
end

MCdata w(n).samplename=Temp struct.samplename;
MCdata w(n).q norm=Temp matrix q norm;
MCdata w(n).positions=Temp matrix positions;
MCdata w(n).FWHM=Temp matrix FWHM;

clear ('Temp matrix q norm', 'Temp matrix positions', 'Temp matrix FWHM')
end
end
% finish here for ponderate intensity only

%% savestruct(MCdata,'MCdata.txt');
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save ('/Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/...'
'Macros analysis/saved parameters/montecarlo analysis.mat',
'MCdata','MCdata w');

%% Standard Deviation for Monte Carlo Analysis

stand dev MCdata=struct('samplename',0,'sd positions',0,'sd FWHM',0);
mean MCdata=struct('samplename',0,'sd positions',0,'sd FWHM',0);

for(k=1:21)

stand dev MCdata(k).samplename=MCdata(k).samplename;

for(j=1:100)

stand dev MCdata(k).sd positions=std(MCdata w(k).positions);
stand dev MCdata(k).sd FWHM=std(MCdata w(k).FWHM);
mean MCdata(k).positions=mean(MCdata w(k).positions);
mean MCdata(k).FWHM=mean(MCdata w(k).FWHM);

if isempty(MCdata w(k).positions)
% For the samples that did not need more than one gaussian per peak
stand dev MCdata(k).sd positions=std(MCdata(k).positions);
stand dev MCdata(k).sd FWHM=std(MCdata(k).FWHM);
mean MCdata(k).positions=mean(MCdata(k).positions);
mean MCdata(k).FWHM=mean(MCdata(k).FWHM);
end

end

end
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save ('/Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/...'
'Macros analysis/saved parameters/montecarlo analysis sd and mean.mat',
'stand dev MCdata','mean MCdata');

%% Standard deviation of integration (positions and FWHM)

values FWHM=zeros(5,6,4);

for(i=1:6)
for(k=1:4)
values FWHM(1:length(FS(i,k).FWHM),i,k)=FS(i,k).FWHM;
end
end

for(i=1:6)
sd FWHM int(i)=std(values FWHM(1,i,:));
end
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7. Calculation of the error from the plot

% Error Analysis − Processing file

addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/Macros analysis/saved parameters/
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/macrospilatus
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0523Vainio/processing
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0523Vainio/data1
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0528Vainio/processing
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0528Vainio/data1
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/macrospilatus
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/macrospilatus/macrosmythen
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/macrospilatus/calibrationfiles
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/macrospilatus/dataqualitytools
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/pilatusnotopenaccess
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/cSAXS matlab base package
addpath /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/Macros analysis

load

Structures with info of all data.mat

% loaded structures: P,PS,F,FS

MCdata=struct('samplename',0,'randplot',0,'intensities',0,'positions',0,
'widths',0,'q',0,'khi2',0,'lam',0,'FWHM',0);
MCdata w=struct('samplename',0,'q norm',0,'positions',0,'FWHM',0);
showplot=0;
poslimit=0.005;

% MCdata contains Monte Carlo random plot and random variables MCdata w
% contains the weighted peaks, i? the final Monte Carlo data

%% Standard deviation of fit: Monte Carlo (error of the fit)
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for(n=1:21)
samplename=P(n).samplename;
load (sprintf('/Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/SAXS ...'
'May 28and29 2011/Macros analysis/saved parameters/%s.mat', samplename))

%for(m=1:max(size(F)))
%

comp=strcmp(samplename,P(m).samplename); % change to P(m).samplename,

%

not F if(comp==1)

%
%

n=m;
end

%end

%n=10; samplename=P(10).samplename; load
%(sprintf('/Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/Ma
%cros analysis/saved parameters/%s.mat', samplename))

fsn = outputFSN(samplename);
a = load(sprintf('summed%d.dat',fsn));
ll=[6:140];

for(j=1:100)
for(k=1:length(a))
random curve(k,j)=randn(1)*a(k,3)+a(k,2);
end
end
% Note that each MonteCarlo data is stored in the columms of matrix
% "random curve"

MCdata(n).samplename=samplename;
MCdata(n).randplot=random curve;

% fitting
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npeaks=length(P(n).positions);

for(j=1:100)
[intensities(j,:),positions(j,:),widths(j,:),FWHM(j,:)] = ...
multigaussiananalysisforMCdata(a,random curve(:,j),
lam,ll,showplot,poslimit);
end

% Note that each MonteCarlo fit is stored in the rows of matrix
% "intensities", "positions", "widths" and "FWHM"

MCdata(n).intensities=intensities;
MCdata(n).positions=positions;
MCdata(n).widths=widths;
MCdata(n).FWHM=FWHM;

end

% Until here the code seems to be working fine. Debuging at 13:59 13/08/11

%% Merge peaks from MCdata
% start here
for(j=1:21)
j
samplename=F(j).samplename;
if˜isempty(samplename)
%for(m=1:max(size(F))) comp=strcmp(samplename,F(m).samplename); % here
%needs to be F (not all use ponderate intensity) if(comp==1)
n=j;
%end end

npeaks=length(P(n).positions);
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S=struct('samplename',0,'intensities',0,'positions',0,'FWHM',0);
S.samplename=MCdata(n).samplename;

for(k=1:100)
S.positions=MCdata(n).positions(k,:);
S.intensities=MCdata(n).intensities(k,:);
S.FWHM=MCdata(n).FWHM(k,:);
if(npeaks−length(F(n).positions)==1)
Temp struct=ponderate intensity(S,F(n).samplename,0,1,2);
else
Temp struct=ponderate intensity(S,F(n).samplename,0,1,2,3);
end
Temp matrix q norm(k,:)=Temp struct.q norm;
% Check here why the positions in MCdata weigthed are not the
% expected
Temp matrix positions(k,:)=Temp struct.positions;
Temp matrix FWHM(k,:)=Temp struct.FWHM;
end

MCdata w(n).samplename=Temp struct.samplename;
MCdata w(n).q norm=Temp matrix q norm;
MCdata w(n).positions=Temp matrix positions;
MCdata w(n).FWHM=Temp matrix FWHM;

clear ('Temp matrix q norm', 'Temp matrix positions', 'Temp matrix FWHM')
end
end
% finish here for ponderate intensity only

%% savestruct(MCdata,'MCdata.txt');
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save ('/Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/...'
'Macros analysis/saved parameters/montecarlo analysis.mat',
'MCdata','MCdata w');

%% Standard Deviation for Monte Carlo Analysis

stand dev MCdata=struct('samplename',0,'sd positions',0,'sd FWHM',0);
mean MCdata=struct('samplename',0,'sd positions',0,'sd FWHM',0);

for(k=1:21)

stand dev MCdata(k).samplename=MCdata(k).samplename;

for(j=1:100)

stand dev MCdata(k).sd positions=std(MCdata w(k).positions);
stand dev MCdata(k).sd FWHM=std(MCdata w(k).FWHM);
mean MCdata(k).positions=mean(MCdata w(k).positions);
mean MCdata(k).FWHM=mean(MCdata w(k).FWHM);

if isempty(MCdata w(k).positions)
% For the samples that did not need more than one gaussian per peak
stand dev MCdata(k).sd positions=std(MCdata(k).positions);
stand dev MCdata(k).sd FWHM=std(MCdata(k).FWHM);
mean MCdata(k).positions=mean(MCdata(k).positions);
mean MCdata(k).FWHM=mean(MCdata(k).FWHM);
end

end

end
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save ('/Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/...'
'Macros analysis/saved parameters/montecarlo analysis sd and mean.mat',
'stand dev MCdata','mean MCdata');

%% Standard deviation of integration (positions and FWHM)

values FWHM=zeros(5,6,4);

for(i=1:6)
for(k=1:4)
values FWHM(1:length(FS(i,k).FWHM),i,k)=FS(i,k).FWHM;
end
end

for(i=1:6)
sd FWHM int(i)=std(values FWHM(1,i,:));
end
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8. Plotting 2-D images and 1-D graphs

%% Plotting
cd D:\Projekte\2011\0523Vainio
% Summed SAXS plot
mm = 20;
[datas,params] = readsummedpilatus(2:1000);
legend1 = plotintsc(datas,params,'S2pp',energy,'−b',1); hold on
cd D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio
[datas,params] = readsummedpilatus(2:1000);
legend1(2) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S2ppb',energy,'−g',1.5); hold on
legend(legend1,−1);
ylabel('Intensity (relative, shifted)');
hold off;

% Summed SAXS plot with Cu
mm = 20;
cd D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio
[datas,params] = readsummedpilatus(2:1000);
legend1 = plotintsc(datas,params,'S7b',energy,'−r',mmˆ5); hold on
legend1(2) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S2ppb',energy,'−m',mmˆ4); hold on
legend1(3) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S20',energy,'−g',mmˆ3); hold on
legend1(4) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S19',energy,'−c',mmˆ2); hold on
cd D:\Projekte\2011\0523Vainio
[datas,params] = readsummedpilatus(2:1000);
legend1(5) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S8',energy,'−b',mmˆ1); hold on
legend1(6) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S9',energy,'−k',0.8); hold on
cd D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio
legend(legend1,−1);
ylabel('Intensity (relative, shifted)');
hold off;
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axis([0.0029 0.1532 0.0208 3.6762e+008])
legend off
gtext('5 wt%','FontSize',18);
gtext('15 wt%','FontSize',18);
gtext('18 wt%','FontSize',18);
gtext('19 wt%','FontSize',18);
gtext('20 wt%','FontSize',18);
gtext('22 wt%','FontSize',18);
% print −depsc
% D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio\processing\concentrationserieswithCu print
% −dpdf D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio\processing\concentrationserieswithCu

% Summed SAXS plot without THF
mm = 20;
energy=7000;
cd /Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0528Vainio
[datas,params] = readsummedpilatus(2:1000);
legend1 = plotintsc(datas,params,'S18',energy,'−r',mmˆ2); hold on
cd /Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0523Vainio
[datas,params] = readsummedpilatus(2:1000);
legend1(2) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S16',energy,'−b',mmˆ1); hold on
legend1(3) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S13',energy,'−g',1); hold on
legend(legend1,−1);
ylabel('Intensity (relative, shifted)');
hold off;
axis([0.0029 0.1532 0.0208 1e+004])
legend off
gtext('DMF/DIOXANE','FontSize',20);
gtext('16.6 wt%','FontSize',18);
gtext('18 wt%','FontSize',18);
gtext('20 wt%','FontSize',18);
% print −depsc
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% /Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/REPORT/conc
% entrationseriesnoTHF print −dpdf
% D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio\processing\concentrationseriesnoTHF

% Summed SAXS plot 18wt with and without THF
mm = 20;
cd D:\Projekte\2011\0523Vainio
[datas,params] = readsummedpilatus(2:1000);
legend1 = plotintsc(datas,params,'S16',energy,'−r',mmˆ1); hold on
legend1 (2) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S14',energy,'−k',1); hold on
cd D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio
legend(legend1,−1);
ylabel('Intensity (relative, shifted)');
hold off;
axis([0.0029 0.1532 0.0208 4e+002])
legend off
gtext('18% PS−b−P4VP','FontSize',20);
gtext('THF/DMF/DIOX','FontSize',18);
gtext('DMF/DIOX','FontSize',18);
% print −depsc
% D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio\processing\18wt with and without THF print
% −dpdf D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio\processing\18wt with and without THF

% Summed SAXS plot solvent series
mm = 40;
cd D:\Projekte\2011\0523Vainio
[datas,params] = readsummedpilatus(2:1000);
legend1 = plotintsc(datas,params,'S10',energy,'−k',mmˆ3); hold on
legend1(2) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S13',energy,'−g',mmˆ2); hold on
cd D:\Projekte\2011\0523Vainio
[datas,params] = readsummedpilatus(2:1000);
legend1(3) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S11',energy,'−b',mmˆ1); hold on
cd D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio
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[datas,params] = readsummedpilatus(2:1000);
legend1(4) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S12',energy,'−r',0.4); hold on
cd D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio
legend(legend1,−1);
ylabel('Intensity (relative, shifted)');
hold off;
axis([0.0029 0.1532 2e−003 1e+007])
legend off
gtext('16.6% PS−b−P4VP','FontSize',20);
gtext('THF/DIOX','FontSize',18);
gtext('THF/DMF','FontSize',18);
gtext('DMF/DIOX','FontSize',18);
gtext('THF/DMF/DIOX','FontSize',18);
% print −depsc D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio\processing\solventseries print
% −dpdf D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio\processing\solventseries

% Summed SAXS plot Metal Series
mm = 20;
cd D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio
[datas,params] = readsummedpilatus(2:1000);
legend1 = plotintsc(datas,params,'S2ppb',energy,'−m',mmˆ4); hold on
legend1(2) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S4',energy,'−g',5*mmˆ3); hold on
legend1(3) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S3',energy,'−r',mmˆ2); hold on
legend1(4) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S5',energy,'−b',mmˆ1); hold on
legend1(5) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S1',energy,'−k',1); hold on
cd D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio
legend(legend1,−1);
ylabel('Intensity (relative, shifted)');
hold off;
axis([0.0029 0.1532 0.0208 1e+008])
legend off
gtext('20% PS−B−P4VP','FontSize',20);
gtext('Cuˆ{+2}','FontSize',18);
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gtext('Niˆ{+2}','FontSize',18);
gtext('Coˆ{+2}','FontSize',18);
gtext('Feˆ{+2}','FontSize',18);
gtext('no metal','FontSize',18);
% print −depsc D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio\processing\metalseries print
% −dpdf D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio\processing\metalseries

% Summed SAXS plot Concentration series with 3 solvents
energy=7000;
mm = 20;
cd /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0528Vainio/
[datas,params] = readsummedpilatus(2:1000);
legend1 = plotintsc(datas,params,'S17',energy,'−m',mmˆ3); hold on
cd /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0523Vainio/
[datas,params] = readsummedpilatus(2:1000);
legend1(2) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S14',energy,'−g',mmˆ2); hold on
legend1(3) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S10',energy,'−r',mmˆ1); hold on
legend1(4) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S15',energy,'−b',1); hold on
legend(legend1,−1);
ylabel('Intensity (relative, shifted)');
hold off;
axis([0.0029 0.1532 0.0208 2e+006])
legend off
gtext('THF/DMF/DIOXANE','FontSize',20);
gtext('14wt%','FontSize',18);
gtext('16.6wt%','FontSize',18);
gtext('18wt%','FontSize',18);
gtext('20wt%','FontSize',18);
% print −depsc
% /Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/REPORT/sol
% ventseries print −dpdf
% /Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0528Vainio
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% /processing/solventseries

% Summed SAXS plot Effect of evaporation of THF
energy=7000;
mm = 20;
cd /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0528Vainio/
[datas,params] = readsummedpilatus(2:1000);
legend1 = plotintsc(datas,params,'S21',energy,'−b',mmˆ2); hold on
legend1(2) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S2ppb',energy,'−r',1); hold on
legend(legend1,−1);
ylabel('Intensity (relative, shifted)');
hold off;
axis([0.0029 0.1532 0.0208 2e+006])
legend off
gtext('20wt% PS−b−P4VP with Cuˆ{2+}','FontSize',20);
gtext('with THF','FontSize',18);
gtext('no THF','FontSize',18);
% print −depsc
% /Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/REPORT/eva
% pTHF

% Summed SAXS plot Effect of excess of Cu
energy=7000;
mm = 20;
cd /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0528Vainio/
[datas,params] = readsummedpilatus(2:1000);
legend1 = plotintsc(datas,params,'S2ppb',energy,'−b',mmˆ4); hold on
legend1(2) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S6',energy,'−r',1); hold on
legend(legend1,−1);
ylabel('Intensity (relative, shifted)');
hold off;
axis([0.0029 0.1532 0.0208 2e+008])
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legend off
gtext('20wt% PS−b−P4VP in THF/DMF','FontSize',18);
gtext('0.75% Cuˆ{2+}','FontSize',18);
gtext('0.15% Cuˆ{2+}','FontSize',18);
% print −depsc
% /Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/REPORT/exc
% essofcopper

% Sample 2ppc
energy=7000;
mm = 20;
cd /PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/0528Vainio/
[datas,params] = readsummedpilatus(2:1000);
legend1 = plotintsc(datas,params,'S2ppc',energy,'−b',mmˆ2); hold on
legend1(2) = plotintsc(datas,params,'S2ppb',energy,'−r',1); hold on
legend(legend1,−1);
ylabel('Intensity (relative, shifted)');
hold off;
axis([0.0029 0.1532 0.0208 2e+005])
legend off
%gtext('20wt% PS−b−P4VP in THF/DMF','FontSize',18);
gtext('Glass Capillary','FontSize',16);
gtext('Kapton Holder','FontSize',16);
% print −depsc
% /Users/deboramarques/Documents/PHD/DESY/SAXS May 28and29 2011/REPORT/2pp
% c

%% 2D pictures

projectname1 = 'Z:\\0528Vainio';
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% S13
counter = 1;
for(k = [37 48 59 70 81 92])
A1(:,:,counter) = plot2dpilatusorig(projectname1,'org ',k,1000);
counter = counter + 1;
end;
A = sum(A1,3);

% S16
counter = 1;
for(k = ([37 48 59 70 81 92]+1))
A1(:,:,counter) = plot2dpilatusorig(projectname1,'org ',k,1000);
counter = counter + 1;
end;
B = sum(A1,3);

% S16
counter = 1;
for(k = ([37 48 59 70 81 92]−3))
A1(:,:,counter) = plot2dpilatusorig(projectname1,'org ',k,1000);
counter = counter + 1;
end;
C = sum(A1,3);

subplot(3,1,1)
imagesc(min(log10(C+1),3)); colorbar
axis equal
axis([371

556

424

616]);

subplot(3,1,2)
imagesc(min(log10(B+1),3)); colorbar
axis equal
axis([371

556

424

616]);
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subplot(3,1,3)
imagesc(min(log10(A+1),3)); colorbar
axis equal
axis([371

556

424

616]);

% print −depsc
% D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio\processing\concentrationseriesnoTHF2d

projectname1 = 'Z:\\0528Vainio';
% S7b
counter = 1;
for(k = [37 48 59 70 81 92])
A1(:,:,counter) = plot2dpilatusorig(projectname1,'org ',k,1000);
counter = counter + 1;
end;
A = sum(A1,3);

projectname1 = 'Z:\\0528Vainio';
% S2ppb
counter = 1;
for(k = ([37 48 59 70 81 92]−1))
A1(:,:,counter) = plot2dpilatusorig(projectname1,'org ',k,1000);
counter = counter + 1;
end;
B = sum(A1,3);

projectname1 = 'Z:\\0528Vainio';
% S20
counter = 1;
for(k = ([37 48 59]−2))
A1(:,:,counter) = plot2dpilatusorig(projectname1,'org ',k,1000);
counter = counter + 1;
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end;
C = sum(A1,3);

projectname1 = 'Z:\\0528Vainio';
% S19
counter = 1;
for(k = ([37 48 59 70 81 92]−4))
A1(:,:,counter) = plot2dpilatusorig(projectname1,'org ',k,1000);
counter = counter + 1;
end;
D = sum(A1,3);

projectname1 = 'Z:\\0523Vainio';
% S8
counter = 1;
for(k = ([47 61]))
A1(:,:,counter) = plot2dpilatusorig(projectname1,'org ',k,1000);
counter = counter + 1;
end;
E = sum(A1,3);

projectname1 = 'Z:\\0523Vainio';
% S9
counter = 1;
for(k = ([43 57]))
A1(:,:,counter) = plot2dpilatusorig(projectname1,'org ',k,1000);
counter = counter + 1;
end;
F = sum(A1,3);

subplot(6,1,1)
imagesc(min(log10(A+1),2.5)); colorbar
axis equal
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axis([371

556

424

616]);

subplot(6,1,2)
imagesc(min(log10(B+1),4)); colorbar
axis equal
axis([371

556

424

616]);

subplot(6,1,3)
imagesc(min(log10(C+1),4)); colorbar
axis equal
axis([371

556

424

616]);

subplot(6,1,4)
imagesc(min(log10(D+1),4)); colorbar
axis equal
axis([371

556

424

616]);

subplot(6,1,5)
imagesc(min(log10(E+1),4)); colorbar
axis equal
axis([371

556

424

616]);

subplot(6,1,6)
imagesc(min(log10(F+1),4)); colorbar
axis equal
axis([371

556

424

616]);

% print −depsc
% D:\Projekte\2011\0528Vainio\processing\concentrationserieswithCu2d

Chapter VIII
Appendix C: Papers Submitted
and Under Preparation
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ABSTRACT: Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) analysis of the
diblock copolymer poly(styrene-b-(4-vinyl)pyridine) in a ternary solvent
system of 1,4-dioxane, tetrahydrofuran, and N,N-dimethylformamide,
and the triblock terpolymer poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-(4-vinyl)pyridine) in a binary solvent system of 1,4-dioxane and tetrahydrofuran,
reveals a concentration-dependent onset of ordered structure formation.
Asymmetric membranes fabricated from casting solutions with polymer
concentrations at or slightly below this ordering concentration possess
selective layers with the desired nanostructure. In addition to rapidly
screening possible polymer solution concentrations, solution SAXS
analysis also predicts hexagonal and square pore lattices of the ﬁnal
membrane surface structure. These results suggest solution SAXS as a powerful tool for screening casting solution concentrations
and predicting surface structure in the fabrication of asymmetric ultraﬁltration membranes from self-assembled block copolymers.

A

layer above a macroporous, asymmetric substructure. The
structural characteristics of membranes formed using the
SNIPS method directly enhance membrane performance;
uniform pore sizes in the selective layer result in eﬃcient
separations while high pore densities yield high ﬂuxes.
Furthermore, the asymmetric substructure provides mechanical
support for the selective layer.
The functionality of the SNIPS process has been
demonstrated by the successful production of diblock
copolymer and triblock terpolymer membranes. However, the
complex parameter landscape associated with producing
membranes with the desired structure from the SNIPS
procedure makes progress in this ﬁeld, in particular when
new polymer systems are investigated, a major challenge.
Parameters include block copolymer chemical composition,
molar mass, casting solvent(s), solution concentration, doctor
blade speed, doctor blade gate height, evaporation time, and
nonsolvent composition. In the past, block copolymer solutions
were prepared and membranes cast using an ineﬃcient and
tedious trial and error process. This time-consuming
optimization procedure lacked meaningful guidance regarding
any of the aforementioned parameters. Expansion of the SNIPS

critical challenge in producing high performance
membranes from block copolymers is understanding and
controlling the solution behavior of these unique, selfassembling materials.1−5 Insight into this behavior will enable
the application of block copolymers in membrane technologies,
including water puriﬁcation,6 drug delivery,7 and bioprocessing,8 as well as in photovoltaic9 and battery10 technologies.
Previously, membranes have been fabricated from block
copolymers using spin-coating,7,11−13 extrusion,14,15 and bulk
evaporation6,16,17 techniques, yet the membranes produced
from these methods typically require postfabrication modiﬁcations to convey porosity into the ﬁlms and are not based on
proven industrial processes. Recently, the self-assembling
nature of block copolymers has been exploited for the
production of high performance isoporous membranes from
both diblock copolymers3,5,18,19 and triblock terpolymers4 using
a combined self-assembly and non-solvent-induced phase
separation, or SNIPS, method. This method does not require
postfabrication modiﬁcations and is based on the industry
standard phase separation technique. The SNIPS method
involves dissolving the block copolymer in a solvent or mixedsolvent system to produce a casting solution, which is doctorbladed into a ﬁlm. The solvent is then evaporated for a period
of tens of seconds before immersing the ﬁlm into a coagulation
bath. The process results in membranes with a high density of
uniform pores (typically >1014 pores/m2) in the top separation
© XXXX American Chemical Society
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will only display and analyze representative SEM micrographs
of the membrane surface. The active layer surface of a
membrane cast from 15 wt % SV-240 using the SNIPS method
is shown in Figure 2a. Visual inspection of the SEM micrograph

method to new polymer systems therefore has been very slow.
Accelerated screening would necessitate a tool that allows for
eﬃcient evaluation of membrane formation conditions.
Here we show that small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) can
be used to improve the optimization of the SNIPS process for a
given block copolymer system by providing a predictive tool for
appropriate casting solution concentrations as well as
membrane structure. Recent work has demonstrated that the
structure of the casting solution signiﬁcantly aﬀects the ﬁnal
structure of a block copolymer membrane produced using the
SNIPS process.3 To quantitatively investigate the long-range
nanoscale structure in the polymer casting solutions, we
investigated the following two systems: the diblock copolymer
poly(styrene-b-(4-vinyl)pyridine) with a total molecular weight
of 240 kg/mol (SV-240) in a ternary solvent mixture of 1,4dioxane (DOX), tetrahydrofuran (THF), and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), and the triblock terpolymer poly(isopreneb-styrene-b-(4-vinyl)pyridine) with a total molecular weight of
59 kg/mol (ISV-59) in a binary solvent mixture of DOX and
THF. Both systems were evaluated at diﬀerent concentrations
using SAXS.
The ratio of solvents for each system was kept constant with
a DOX/THF/DMF ratio of 1:1:1 by weight for SV-240 and
with a DOX/THF ratio of 7:3 by weight for ISV-59. The series
of SAXS patterns for SV-240, shown in Figure 1a, indicates that

Figure 2. SEM characterization of block copolymer membrane
structure. Self-assembled top surface of the diblock poly(styrene-b(4-vinyl)pyridine) cast from DOX/THF/DMF 1:1:1 by weight from a
15 wt % solution (a) and of the triblock poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-(4vinyl)pyridine) in DOX/THF 7:3 by weight from a 16 wt % solution
(b).

in Figure 2a suggests that the top surface of the diblock
membrane contains a high density of uniform pores with a 2D
hexagonal order. FFT analysis on the SEM micrograph
followed by radial integration allowed for a more quantitative
evaluation of the membrane surface structure. The result of this
analysis on the diblock membrane is shown in Figure 3a. The

Figure 1. Small-angle X-ray scattering curves for SV-240 (a) and ISV59 (b) at varying polymer concentrations in 1:1:1 DOX/THF/DMF
by weight and 7:3 DOX/THF by weight, respectively. Dash markings
in (a) correspond to expected peak positions for a 2D hexagonal lattice
with a lattice constant of 88.0 nm, while dashed markings in (b)
correspond to expected peak positions for a BCC lattice with a lattice
constant of 37.0 nm.

Figure 3. FFT Analysis of SEM images of the top surface diblock (a)
and triblock (b) membranes. Dash markings in (a) correspond to (q/
q*)2 = 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 12, and 13, consistent with a 2D hexagonal
structure, while dashed markings in (b) correspond to (q/q*)2 = 1, 2,
4, and 5, consistent with a 2D square lattice.

the copolymer solution developed from a disordered structure
with only a broad correlation peak at lower concentrations (e.g.,
14 and 15 wt %), into a structured solution exhibiting a pattern
consistent with a 2D hexagonal structure at 17 wt % (see also
Supporting Information for SAXS at 22 wt % corroborating this
assignment). Analysis of the SAXS pattern for the structured
solution suggests a lattice constant of 88.0 nm. A similar
behavior was observed in the ISV-59 concentration series. At
lower polymer concentrations (see 10, 12, and 14 wt % solution
data in Figure 1b) only a broad correlation peak was observed,
suggesting a lack of long-range order in the solution. However,
as the concentration increased to 16 wt %, the SAXS pattern
changed and showed a set of peaks consistent with a bodycentered cubic lattice. The corresponding lattice constant for
the triblock system was 37.0 nm.
Membranes cast from solutions at or closely below the onset
concentrations for ordered solution structures resulted in wellorganized asymmetric membranes. The full characterizations of
such membranes for the diblock as well as the triblock
copolymer are discussed in previous publications,2,3 here we

dash markings in Figure 3a correspond to a 2D hexagonal pore
packing in the separation layer of the diblock membrane. This
analysis indicates a lattice constant of 92.0 nm, yielding a pore
density of 1.36 × 1014 pores/m2.
If SAXS were a more generally useful tool for evaluating
casting solution composition and concentration as well as for
predicting membrane structure, it should also work for the
second block copolymer system studied. To test this, a triblock
terpolymer membrane was cast from 16 wt % ISV-59 using the
SNIPS method. An SEM micrograph of the top surface of the
triblock membrane is displayed in Figure 2b. Like the diblock
membrane, the triblock membrane also exhibits a high density
of uniform pores, however, the triblock pores appear to order
into a square lattice. FFT analysis on the SEM micrograph of
the triblock membrane is shown in Figure 3b. The dashed
markings in Figure 3b correspond to a 2D square lattice. From
this analysis, the square lattice observed for the triblock
membrane has a lattice constant of 34.3 nm, yielding a pore
density of 8.20 × 1014 pores/m2. Interestingly, the lattice
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triblock ﬁlm was evaporated for 30 s before immersion into a
coagulation bath of deionized water.
SAXS Solutions. Block copolymer solutions for SAXS measurements were prepared by dissolving the polymer at the speciﬁed
concentrations in solvent mixtures at constant ratios of 1:1:1 DOX/
THF/DMF by weight for the diblock and ratios of 7:3 DOX/THF by
weight for the triblock. Solutions were injected via syringe into 2 mm
and 1 mm capillaries for the diblock copolymer and triblock
terpolymer, respectively. The capillaries were sealed using Hardman
Fast 5 min epoxy.
SAXS Measurements. SAXS measurements on the diblock
copolymer solutions were performed at the beamline B1 at DORIS
III synchrotron storage ring at the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron
(DESY) with a photon ﬂux of ∼108 photons/s, while those on the
triblock terpolymer solutions were performed at the beamline G1 at
the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS) with a photon
ﬂux of ∼1012 photons/s. The sample-to-detector distance was
approximately 3.6 m at DORIS B1 and 2.3 m at CHESS G1, and
the X-ray wavelength, λ, was 1.764 and 1.305 Å, respectively. The
scattering vector, q, is deﬁned as q = (4π)/(λ) sin θ, where θ is half of
the scattering angle.
SEM Image Analysis. FFT analysis was performed using ImageJ64
software with Radial Proﬁle Extended plugin (Philippe Carl) on SEM
images displaying the top surface of diblock and triblock copolymer
membranes.

dimensions of the ﬁnal membranes for both the diblock and
triblock systems closely match the lattice constants determined
from SAXS of the casting solutions, suggesting that X-ray can
estimate membrane pore density. Furthermore, the ﬁnal pore
geometry of the diblock and triblock membranes is consistent
with the hexagonal and cubic ordering in the casting solutions,
respectively.
The ordered diblock and triblock solutions studied here (17
and 16 wt %, respectively) provide upper limits on polymer
concentration for successful membrane formation via SNIPS
due to the high viscosity of the ordered solutions. Membranes
with the desired top surface structure can also be achieved from
lower concentration casting solutions by increasing the
evaporation time during the SNIPS procedure (see Supporting
Information for an SEM micrograph of an ISV-59 membrane
cast from 12 wt %). We hypothesize that membranes cast from
lower concentration solutions form the ordered surface
structure during the evaporation period. As the solvent
evaporates, the polymer at the top surface of the ﬁlm
concentrates until it reaches an ordered state, consistent with
the ordering of solutions at higher concentration as evidenced
by SAXS. Thus, the onset concentration for structure as
determined by SAXS studies of polymer solutions provide an
upper boundary on the range of polymer concentrations that
result in the desired membrane structure.
The fabrication of block copolymer membranes with a
variety of chemical, mechanical, and structural properties could
signiﬁcantly advance the ﬁeld of membrane science. Having a
powerful tool that enables more rapid screening of optimal
solution concentrations and predicting surface structure may
make fabrication of asymmetric ultraﬁltration membranes, in
particular, from untested block copolymer systems, a more
manageable task and may lead to a much faster expansion of
this emerging research area.
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Materials. The diblock copolymer used in this study was purchased
from Polymer Source, Inc., Canada and had a total molecular weight of
240 kg/mol, a polydispersity of 1.09, and volume fractions of 0.76 and
0.24 for polystyrene and poly-(4-vinyl)pyridine, respectively. The
triblock terpolymer used in this study was synthesized via sequential
anionic polymerization as previously reported.4 It had a total molecular
weight of 59 kg/mol, a polydispersity of 1.14 and volume fractions of
0.27, 0.55, and 0.18 for the polyisoprene, polystyrene, and poly-(4vinyl)pyridine components, respectively. Tetrahydrofuran (THF), 1,4dioxane (DOX), and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) were purchased
from Aldrich and used as received.
Polymer Analysis. The molecular weight characteristics of the
triblock terpolymer were determined by gel permeation chromatography, which was performed using THF as a solvent on a Waters 510
GPC instrument equipped with a Waters 2410 diﬀerential refractive
index (RI) detector. The volume fraction of each block was calculated
from 1H solution nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) spectra
obtained on a Varian INOVA 400 MHz spectrometer using CDCl3 (δ
= 7.27 ppm) signal as an internal standard.
SEM Analysis. SEM micrographs of the diblock membrane were
attained on an FEI Nova Nano 630. SEM micrographs of the triblock
membranes were acquired using a Hitachi Ultra-High Resolution
Analytical Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope SEM SU-70.
Membrane Formation. Diblock copolymer membranes were
fabricated from a 15 wt % solution of polystyrene-b-(4-vinyl)pyridine
in 1:1:1 DOX/THF/DMF (by weight) and doctor-blading at a gate
height of 200 μm. The triblock terpolymer membranes were fabricated
from a 16 wt % solution of poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-(4-vinyl)pyridine) in 7:3 DOX/THF (by weight) and doctor-blading at a gate
height of 200 μm. The diblock ﬁlm was evaporated for 20 s, while the
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has been understood with the support of dissipative particle dynamic modeling.

Introduction
Block copolymers are known for their complex assemblies,
which are well understood for melt phases at thermodynamic
equilibrium.1–3 The variety of morphologies increases considerably in solution and the morphologies are highly dependent
on the solvent interaction with each block.4–7 The same block
copolymer can form micelles, rods, vesicles or lamellae in
diﬀerent solvents. Block copolymers oﬀer great opportunities
for the design of membranes either with selective permeation in
a nanostructured continuous phase formed by one of the blocks
or with an exceptionally regular porous structure. We recently8
reviewed the strategies of membrane manufacture using block
copolymers. They vary from simple preparation of dense lms
by complete solvent evaporation9 or dip-coating processes to
produce composite membranes for gas separation,10 nano- and
ultraltration,11 to sophisticated reports of multi-step procedures involving etching, dissolution and block cleavage to
produce porous lms.12 For practical, economical development
block copolymer membranes need to be made using
methods compatible with large-scale technical production and

manufacture. A milestone in this direction has been the fabrication of asymmetric porous polystyrene-block-4-vinylpyridine
(PS-b-P4VP) membranes by phase inversion, which we recently
demonstrated.13–16 A copolymer solution is cast on a glass plate
or a non-woven substrate, the solvent is partially evaporated and
the system is immersed in water (Fig. 1a). This approach takes
advantage of block copolymer morphology control in selective
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Fig. 1 (a) Membrane casting of PS-b-P4VP 175k-b-65k membranes prepared
from a copolymer solution in 1DMF : 1THF : 1DOX; (b) cryo-FESEM images of the
fractured face of frozen casting solutions after sublimation. The higher concentration gel (20 wt%) shows more order when compared to the 15 wt% gel.
Samples were sublimed at 90  C and coated with 5 nm of platinum. Secondary
electron images were taken with a through-the-lens detector at 5 kV and spot
sized 1.0. (c) FESEM of the manufactured membrane surfaces made from ternary
solutions of diﬀerent initial concentrations. Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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solvents and can be reproduced with machines analogous to
those already available in the membrane manufacture industry.
Isoporous membranes have also been made with triblock
copolymers by Phillip et al.17 The mechanism of pore formation
in these membranes combines block copolymer self-assembly
in solution and macrophase separation by solvent exchange.
When lms are prepared by complete solvent evaporation, the
structures present in the original solution are progressively lost
and become closer to the nal expected equilibrium bulk
morphology. A special aspect of the block copolymer membrane
formation by phase inversion is that we can take advantage of
the structures present in the casting solution, like micelles,
which are linked to each other, and are practically immobilized
to give rise to pores. We rst recognized the importance of the
micelle assembly in the pore formation13 of asymmetric
membranes and conrmed by cryo-electron microscopy that
order in the casting solution might inuence the nal
membrane morphology,15 but a particularly important step was
the demonstration that the structural order observed in solution is reproduced in the pore morphology.18 The mechanism
was until recently not completely understood. In this paper we
use small-angle X-ray scattering to fully describe how order in
solutions, guided by diﬀerent polymer–solvent thermodynamic
interactions, can lead to optimized membranes with high
porosity and a narrow pore size distribution.

Results and discussion
Co-occurrence of macrophase separation and self-assembly
During the preparation of asymmetric porous homopolymer
membranes, pores are formed by macrophase separation,
initiated as the solvent from the casting solution migrates to the
water bath (Fig. 1a) and water replaces it in the casting solution
layer. The phase separation occurs by spinodal decomposition19
and/or nucleation and growth mechanisms. The diluted phase
will form the pores and the concentrated phase will form the
membrane structure xed by gelation/solidication, when the
polymer concentration in this phase is high enough. Solvent–
water exchange is faster at the top of the layer in direct contact
with the water bath. Gelation stops the macrophase separation
at a very early stage. Far from the interface the solvent–water
exchange is slower and phase separation proceeds to a further
extent, before solidication starts. The phases (incipient pores)
are then larger. This is the principle of asymmetric membrane
formation.
When a block copolymer, instead of a homopolymer, is used
in the same process of membrane manufacture, the macrophase separation by spinodal decomposition and the copolymer
self-assembly co-occur. On the top of the solution layer, gelation
again is fast. Although self-assembly is present in the bulk as
well as on the surface, in the latter the order is xed before the
macrophase separation proceeds. Some previous solvent evaporation facilitates the gelation and might stimulate the order, as
the copolymer concentration is locally increased. We were able
to obtain exceptionally ordered pores on the membrane top
layer.13–15,18 The pore regularity is highly dependent on the
solvent quality and copolymer concentration. Far from the
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interface, the macrophase separation has more time to proceed
before solidication, disrupting the order resulting from block
copolymer assembly.

Diblock copolymer solutions in ternary solvent systems
The dependence of pore morphology on casting solution
concentration is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 1 for diblock
copolymer solutions in a ternary solvent mixture of equal parts
of tetrahydrofuran (THF), dimethylformamide (DMF) and 1,4
dioxane (DOX). Fig. 1b shows cryo-fractures of copolymer
solutions (bulk fracture, practically without evaporation, not
immersed in water). Fig. 1c shows the surface morphology of
the membrane manufactured by solution casting and immersion in water. While solutions with low block copolymer
concentration (lower than that used for casting the membranes
shown in Fig. 1c), and therefore low viscosity, do not form
ordered pores, a certain concentration of block copolymer will
lead to maximum regularity in the membrane. Above this
concentration the pores become less regular and elongated,
tending even to follow a lamellar form. Although the role of the
micelle assembly in the pore formation was initially not taken
into consideration,16 we conrm here that the morphology of
the membrane top layer is practically already determined before
the immersion in water. Between casting the lm and
immersing it in water, a period of ca. 20 s for solvent evaporation is allowed. The most volatile solvent in the ternary mixture
is THF. If all the THF evaporates during this 20 s period, the
copolymer casting solutions used for manufacture of the
membranes depicted in Fig. 1c would become 21, 22, 24 and 25
wt% in DMF/DOX (instead of 15, 16, 17 and 18 wt% in
1DMF : 1THF : 1DOX). The cryo-scanning electron microscopy
shown in Fig. 1b for concentrations of 15 and 20 wt% conrms
that the block copolymers assemble into micelles, which order
themselves in diﬀerent forms as the copolymer concentration
increases. Strings of micelles can be easily identied, analogous
to what has been referred to as a “pearl necklace of crew-cut
aggregates” of amphiphilic block copolymers by Zhang et al.20
As for polystyrene–polyacrylic acid in an aqueous solution,20 the
glassy nature of the PS cores might inhibit a complete merging
of spherical micelles into perfect rods. Such a micelle string
assembly could yield signals that appear 2D hexagonal by SAXS
measurements.
The SAXS characterization gives a much better quantication
of the block copolymer order in solution. We measured the
small-angle scattering patterns (Fig. 2) of the diﬀerent casting
solutions in the ternary solvent at diﬀerent concentrations.
From cryo-SEM we know that while the micelles in 15 wt% block
copolymer solutions in 1DMF : 1THF : 1DOX (Fig. 1b) have a
relatively random distribution, a much more regular order
appears as the concentration increases to 20 wt%.
The expected sequence of Bragg reections for diﬀerent
types of lattices of block copolymers in solution, which are
relevant for this investigation, are shown in Table 1.21–24
Regular 2D hexagonal order is conrmed at least between 16
and 19 wt% solutions (Fig. 2). From the rst peak in the scattering pattern, the micelle-to-micelle d-spacing is approximately
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Fig. 2 SAXS of PS-b-P4VP 175k-b-65k solutions in 1DMF : 1THF : 1DOX with
diﬀerent block copolymer concentrations: scattering intensity as a function of scattering vector magnitude q in a double logarithmic plot and 2D intensity patterns;
*from the 2D hexagonal structure indexing the reﬂection at q/q* ¼ 2 is missing.

Table 1 Bragg reﬂections expected in SAXS measurements of ordered block
copolymers in solution

Lattices

Bragg reections

2D Hexagonal (2DH)
Lamella (L)
Face centered cubic (FCC)

1 : O3 : O4 : O7 : O9 : O12 : O13.
1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6.
1 : O(4/3) : O(8/3) : O(11/3) :
O(12/3) : O(16/3)
1 : 6/O32 : O(41/32) : O(68/32) :
O(96/32).

Hexagonal close-packing
of spheres (HCP)

the formation of a core of PS blocks surrounded by a P4VP shell.
The micelle assembly varies with the solvent type and concentration, as shown in the SAXS data of Fig. 3 and in Table 2. For
higher weight percent of a diblock copolymer in 1DMF : 1DOX
and 1DMF : 1THF, the order is much more evident (sharper
peaks of rst and higher order, lower FWHM values). In contrast,
solutions in 1THF : 1DOX have no dened long range order.
Thermodynamic interactions between solvent and each of the
blocks can be estimated by considering the values of the solubility parameter,25 which can be separated in dispersive, polar
and H-bond contributions (Fig. 4). The dispersive contributions
are similar. The (dSOLVENT  dPYRIDINE)2 values are all below 5. The
same is valid for the styrene block in diﬀerent solvents. On the
other hand, both the polar and H-bond contributions are quite
diverse. Dioxane is very apolar (dP ¼ 1.8 [MPa]1/2), similar to
styrene (dP ¼ 1.0 [MPa]1/2), and therefore a rather bad solvent for
pyridine (dP ¼ 8.8 [MPa]1/2). DMF (dP ¼ 13.7 [MPa]1/2) is a much
better solvent for pyridine. THF has an intermediary dP value (dP
¼ 5.7 [MPa]1/2) and a dH value (dH ¼ 8.0 [MPa]1/2) closer to pyridine (dH ¼ 5.9 [MPa]1/2) than to styrene (dH ¼ 4.1 [MPa]1/2).
Fig. 5 shows how the d-spacing of the rst reection measured
using SAXS changes with polymer concentration in diﬀerent
solvent mixtures. For all mixtures containing DMF, which is a
much better solvent for pyridine than for the styrene blocks, the
d-spacing is around 68–76 nm, as shown for the concentration
range between 15 wt% copolymer and 20 wt% (22 wt% for
1DMF : 1THF). 2D-Hexagonal order is the preferential order. The
d-spacings increase weakly but linearly for solutions in
1DMF : 1THF : 1DOX, 1DMF : 1THF and 1DMF : 1DOX up to
19–22 wt%. At higher concentrations the curves deviated from
linearity and were then represented by dashed lines. Beyond
certain block copolymer concentrations, which depend on the

75 nm. The peaks have small full width at half maximum
(FWHM) values (0.008 nm1), which indicates good long-range
order of the structure. The FWHM is known to relate inversely to
grain size (e.g. Scherrer formula) but distortions in the structure
may also increase the FWHM. The 2D hexagonal order might
correspond to assemblies of micelle strings. For concentrations
of 22 and 24 wt% the 2D hexagonal order started to weaken and
the peak at q/q* ¼ O4 could not be seen anymore. Meanwhile,
the FWHM of the rst reection (q < 0.01 Å1) was larger (up to
0.033 nm1) compared to the lower concentrations.
In scattering patterns of block copolymer solutions with
much higher molecular weight (PS-b-P4VP 330k-b-125k, ESI†)
the rst peak is shied to lower q values (d-spacing of 105 nm)
as a consequence of the increased micelle size due to the higher
molecular weight PS core.
Eﬀects of concentration and solvent quality on block
copolymer order in binary solvent systems
The block copolymer assembly is strongly inuenced by the
thermodynamic interactions between solvent and each of the
blocks. All investigated solvent mixtures were selective, favoring
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Fig. 3 SAXS of 20 wt% PS-b-P4VP 175k-b-65k copolymer solutions in binary
solvent systems (1DMF : 1THF, 1DMF : 1DOX and 1THF : 1DOX) (double logarithmic plot).
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Table 2

PS-b-P4VP 175k-b-65k solutions in diﬀerent solvent mixturesa

Polymer
conc. (wt%)

DMF : THF : DOX

Order

FWHM
(103 nm1)

14
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
24
18
20–24
18–24

1:0:1
1:0:1
1:0:1
1:0:1
1:0:1
1:0:1
1:0:1
1:0:1
1:0:1
1:1:0
1:1:0
0:1:1

Disordered
2D hexagonalb
2D hexagonalb
2D hexagonalb
2D hexagonalb
2D hexagonalb
2D hexagonalb
2D hexagonalb
2D hexagonalb
Disordered
2D hexagonalb
Not identied

63
35
31
28
22
11
10
11
10
28
11–12
24–26

a
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FWHM ¼ full width at half maximum. b Missing peak at q/q* ¼ 2.
Fig. 5 d-Spacing as a function of PS-b-P4VP 175k-b-65k concentration in
diﬀerent solvent mixtures as determined from SAXS. Dashed lines indicate that a
diﬀerent order or transition might start, deviating from linearity; the d-spacing
error was 4 nm by repeating three times the measurement.

copolymer micelles in diluted solutions of 1THF : 1DOX is
considerably larger (63 nm diameter) than that in other binary
solvent mixtures containing DMF (11–18 nm diameter). The
micelle deformation disturbs the self-assembling of the micelles,
decreasing the long-range order. As the concentration increases,
the micelle packing increases and the intermicellar distance
decreases, as reported also for other block copolymer systems.21
Eﬀects of gradual evaporation of solvents
Fig. 4 Square of the diﬀerences between the solubility parameter contributions
(Dispersive (D), Polar (P) and H-bond (H)) of each solvent mixture and copolymer
block: (a) pyridine block and (b) styrene block. All values are in MPa. Corresponding solvent–polymer Flory–Huggins parameters can be estimated as linear
functions of these squared diﬀerences. The curves provide qualitative information
on the solvent–block interactions, with larger values indicating worse solubility.

solvent composition, the d-spacing increases more abruptly
indicating that the order might be changing from 2D hexagonal
to another geometry. This transition concentration is above 19
wt% for 1DMF : 1THF : 1DOX, above 20 wt% for 1DMF : 1DOX
and above 22 wt% for 1DMF : 1THF. While a 2D hexagonal
structure is conrmed below these concentrations, the reection
with ratio at q/q* ¼ 2 is missing, possibly due to a minimum in
the form factor of the micelles. Lamellae have been detected in 26
wt% solutions in 1DMF : 1DOX and 35 wt% in DMF.
The solutions in 1THF : 1DOX behave quite diﬀerently. In
contrast to those containing DMF, the d-spacing continuously
decreases as the polymer concentration increases from 18 to 24
wt%. Fig. 4 shows that 1THF : 1DOX is the best solvent for the
styrene block, among the investigated mixtures and is one of
the worst for pyridine. Interactions between polystyrene and the
solvent mixtures are strong enough to considerably swell and
deform the micelle cores. We previously reported15 dynamic light
scattering measurements, showing that the size of PS-b-P4VP
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Fig. 6 inset shows a series of results of SAXS characterization for
solutions which correspond to diﬀerent stages of solvent evaporation, which might occur during the membrane preparation
before the immersion in water. Each solution was independently
prepared and characterized, without evaporation. We start with a
ternary solvent as the initial stage of membrane manufacture.
THF is the most volatile solvent and would be the rst to evaporate. If a long period of evaporation is applied, DOX will also
evaporate until practically only DMF remains in the solvent
mixture. As can be seen, the solution order is initially 2Dhexagonal (also with a missing peak at q/q* ¼ 2) and at high block
copolymer concentrations the structure changes to lamellar
morphology. The transition occurs between 23 and 26 wt%
copolymer. In the membrane preparation when the solvent is
evaporated for 20 s, the solution layer is immersed in water
before the transition to lamellar morphology is achieved. As
control 100 ml of THF was dropped on a 2 cm2 surface at room
temperature. 20 wt% of the THF evaporates aer 20 s, which is
less than what is assumed in Fig. 6. The same experiment conducted with DOX leads to less than 2 wt% of evaporation during
the same time. In the extreme case considered in Fig. 6, if all THF
would evaporate before immersion in water, a 15 wt% casting
solution (Fig. 1c) would have the concentration increased up to
21 wt% before immersion. The hexagonal geometry would be
then consolidated. If the initial casting solution would be already
18 wt%, the concentration could increase up to 25 wt% before
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Fig. 6 Modelling of the artiﬁcial evaporation process of a PS-b-P4VP solution by
using dissipative particle dynamics. Blue beads correspond to styrene, red to
pyridine. Solvent beads were not included in the images. A detail with projection
in plane of the hexagonal order is shown for 17% of the copolymer. Inset:
experimental SAXS measurement of PS-b-P4VP 175k-b-65k copolymer solutions
in diﬀerent solvent mixtures. The polymer concentration and solvent composition
were chosen to correspond to possible diﬀerent stages of solvent evaporation.
Scattering intensity as a function of scattering vector, q, and the intensity are on
the logarithmic scale.

immersion in water and lamellar structure would be the preferential one. The pores would be then no longer organized in
hexagonal order and rather elongated and larger holes are
obtained, as in Fig. 1c (image on the right).
Fig. 4 shows that as the more volatile solvents evaporate and
the solution becomes richer in DMF, the solvent–pyridine
interaction becomes worse. The same is valid for the solvent–
styrene interaction.
The size of the corona segments as well as their interactions
with the solvent will determine the micelle character as hard or so
spheres. Diblock micelles with long corona segments behave as
so spheres with long-range intermolecular potentials.26 Micelles
with a shorter corona block or in solvents with poor thermodynamic interactions tend to behave more like hard spheres, analogously to sterically stabilized colloids. A hard sphere character can
be also enhanced by complexation of the pyridine corona with
metallic ions. The thermodynamic interaction with the solvent
inuences not only the hardness of the corona and preferential
assembly but also the friction between intermicellar segments and
therefore the assembly stability, as discussed later.

Soft Matter
has been used to reproduce qualitatively experimental observations on self-assembly.29 The interactions between molecules were
modeled qualitatively by considering an average solvent instead of
a mixture of them. Here, we are focusing only on the inuence of
enthalpic contributions on the self-assembly, while the entropic
eﬀects are imposed by construction satisfying the packing
parameter for micelle formation.30 This approximation gives a
good general overview of the assemblies as a function of concentration and rough polymer–solvent interaction but does not
consider local eﬀects of the solvent mixture such as specic
solvent localization at the neighborhood of a particular polymer
block. Although eﬀects of solvent coarse graining on the selfassembly has been evidenced,31 here we imposed angle restrictions in the structure, in order to guarantee crew-cut32 like
micelles. The polymer chains were coarse-grained and represented as a series of 16 beads connected by harmonic springs (as
shown in Fig. 7). Solvent molecules are also considered as interacting beads (not shown in Fig. 7).
The assemblies of block copolymers in diﬀerent solvent
mixtures were modeled and some results are shown in Fig. 6. Both
the polymer concentration and the strength of the interaction
between the solvent and the styrene block were varied in the
simulations. In the DPD method, a set of coeﬃcients {aij} are used
to parameterize the interaction energy between species i and j. If
species i represents one block of the polymer (e.g. styrene) and j
represents the solvent, aij controls aii the styrene–solvent interaction. Values of aij > aij aii represent a poor solvent for styrene,
with larger values corresponding to poorer solvent quality.
Fig. 6 shows a simulation of the assembly changes during
solvent evaporation, starting with a 10 wt% block copolymer
solution in a ternary solvent mixture under thermodynamic
conditions corresponding to aij ¼ 30 (expected for a ternary
solvent mixture) and going up to 30 wt% concentration and aij ¼
50 (expected for a solution in DMF). The increase of polymer
concentration as well as the change of the solvent–polymer
interactions due to evaporation induce the growth of the
assembled domains, passing from spherical micelles to lamella.
The increment in the domain size evidenced experimentally
under 2D hexagonal order can be interpreted as an intermediate
step where the micelles start to merge (forming worm-like
structures) with the subsequent layers.

Modelling of micelle assembly in diﬀerent solvent mixtures
The self-assembly of the PS-b-P4VP 175k-b-65k was modeled
using Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD), a stochastic particle
model, introduced by Hoogerbrugge and Koelman.27 Details of
the model are presented in the ESI.†
Computational modeling of polymers by particle models
requires the reduction of the number of degrees of freedom by
coarse graining procedures, where groups of atoms (or monomers) are grouped into a single interacting particle.28 As a consequence of these reduction steps, usually chemical interactions
cannot be considered, and depending on the coarse graining level,
resolution issues at interface regions may arise. DPD particularly
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Fig. 7 Coarse-grained model with 16 beads with angle restrictions, to preserve
the chain packing parameter for micelle formation. Solvent beads have been
omitted. The approximated radius of gyration is 13 nm.
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We recognize that the theoretical results alone do not
provide a complete picture of the membrane formation, but
they successfully model the order expected for diﬀerent
concentrations of block copolymers in diﬀerent solvent
mixtures within the boundary conditions initially provided.
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Eﬀects of the micelle and assembly stabilization by metal
complexation
Copper acetate has previously been added to the casting solution to stabilize the micelles and their assembly.14 Copper ions
complex with pyridine and act as a physical crosslink between
micelles. Furthermore, the presence of copper ions in each
individual micelle also improves its dimensional stability. Fig. 8
shows how the SAXS curves change in the presence of copper
ions as the copolymer concentration increases. Qualitatively, if
we compare solutions without and with 0.15 wt% copper
acetate, the structural order in the nanometer range does not
change, at least for copolymer concentrations between 15 and
20 wt%. However the d-spacing is smaller in the presence of
copper, indicating that the micelles are more compact and
closer to each other. The order also remains 2D-hexagonal even
at 22 wt% block copolymer, while for solutions without copper a
transition with increasing d-spacing seems to start just above
20 wt% copolymer. At much lower copolymer concentration (5
wt%) and 0.15 wt% copper acetate, the d-spacing is clearly
larger (86 nm), since the number of micelles is expected to be
smaller (less block copolymer) and more randomly distributed.
Lamellar order has been detected for a 26 wt% block copolymer
solution in DMF with 0.15 wt% copper acetate, as observed also
for solutions with similar copolymer concentrations without
salts in DMF : DOX and in DMF.
Measurements for 20 wt% copolymer solutions containing
other metal ions (Ni2+, Co2+ and Fe2+) also conrmed hexagonal

Fig. 8 SAXS of PS-b-P4VP 175k-b-65k copolymer 7DMF : 3THF solutions containing 0.15 wt% of copper acetate. Scattering intensity on the logarithmic scale
as a function of scattering vector magnitude q (logarithmic scale) and 2D intensity
patterns.
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order. Experiments with 20 wt% copolymer and 0.75 wt%
copper acetate show that the hexagonal morphology is
disturbed when copper concentration is high (ESI†).

Morphology enhancement and stabilization
The conrmation of 2D hexagonal morphology existing already
in solution is a signicant step in understanding the membrane
formation mechanism. We have demonstrated earlier in
collaboration with Dorin et al.18 that for a triblock copolymer a
BCC morphology in the casting solution leads to membranes
with BCC pore arrangements. Since the SAXS measurements
were obtained only from solutions without any solvent evaporation, the 2D hexagonal structure for PS-b-P4VP diblock
copolymer solutions or BCC for triblock copolymer solutions is
a strong indication that the morphology is incipient before the
evaporation step and immersion in water. However, the stabilization or even stimulation of the assembly during solvent
evaporation and immersion in water is essential for the
manufacture of isoporous asymmetric membranes. During a
short evaporation time, the concentration of the polymer in the
solution is increased. A very ordered membrane as shown in
Fig. 1 has been prepared with a 15 wt% copolymer solution in a
ternary solvent mixture. If all THF, the most volatile solvent,
would be allowed to evaporate, between casting and immersion
in water, the solution concentration would increase to 21 wt%, a
condition favoring 2D hexagonal order. Without strong interactions between micelles, the order would be completely lost
during immersion in water. A strong interaction between
segments of diﬀerent micelle shells is promoted when the
solvent–copolymer shell interaction is poor. At the investigated
concentration range, the solution is expected to be in the semidiluted regime. In this case, segments of diﬀerent micelles are
at least partially entangled. A macrolattice is formed as
mentioned for other copolymers in selective solvents.33 In a
solvent with weaker thermodynamic interaction with vinyl
pyridine, the polymer–polymer (intermicellar segments) interaction is stronger and leads to high intersegment friction and
high viscosity. In other words, the micelle assembly is stabilized
and does not lose the order even during the immersion in water.
The stability is particularly enhanced in casting solutions containing dioxane, which is much less polar than pyridine. The
addition of complexing metallic ions to the solution enhances
the intermicellar interaction even further and stabilizes the
order.
During evaporation and immersion in water additional
forces might contribute to the pore consolidation. Phillip et al.34
recognized the importance of the solvent evaporation step in
enhancing order of block copolymer lms, but they considered a
mechanism where the solvent concentration prole which
develops during evaporation causes nucleation of the ordered
morphology at the vapor–solvent interface. A similar argument
has been used by Kim et al.35 We prove here that in the present
casting process the order is already incipient before the evaporation starts. The contribution of capillarity to self-assembly has
been discussed by Whitesides and others, more than a decade
ago.36–41 Denkov et al.41 investigated the dynamics of 2D array
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formation of latex particles on solid substrates during evaporation. They observed that when the latex particles protrude
from the water layer under evaporation, capillary attractions
arise forcing them to assemble. The rate of evaporation and
shape of the meniscus aﬀects the type and quality of the
obtained arrays. Well-ordered arrays in up to eight layers have
been reported by Denkov et al.40 Bowden et al.38 considered
capillary interactions between hexagonal aggregates as “bonds”,
describing well-dened potential functions, which depend on
the meniscus formed between them. Although mesoscopic
assemblies diﬀer from molecular self-assembly for a series of
reasons (e.g. diﬀerent nature of the interactions, frequency of
collisions), capillarity could play a role in the micelle assembly
during the solvent evaporation step of membrane formation.
Although the interfacial tension between water (coagulation
bath) and the block copolymer solvent is not high, capillarity
might also guide the entrance of water between the micelle
strings arranged in 2D-hexagonal order, keeping the paths
aligned when crossing diﬀerent layers of assembled micelles.
When the residual solvent (DMF/THF/DOX) is exchanged
for water, the thermodynamic interaction with the pyridine
segment decreases and the coronal segments contract,
completing the pore formation.
In summary the results of small angle X-ray scattering, supported by cryo-FESEM and modeling by dissipative particle
dynamics demonstrated how the block copolymer self-assembly in
solution, inuenced by concentration and polymer–solvent interaction, can lead to the formation of regular pores in membranes.

Materials and methods
Poly(styrene-b-4-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P4VP) with a molecular
weight of 175k-b-65k g mol1 and a polydispersity of 1.09 as well
as PS-b-P4VP of 330k-b-125k g mol1 were purchased from
Polymer Source Inc., Canada. The block copolymer was dissolved
in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), precipitated in water,
extracted with ethanol, ltered and dried in a vacuum oven
overnight at 60  C before use. Anhydrous DMF, tetrahydrofuran
(THF) and 1,4-dioxane (DOX) were supplied by Aldrich and used
as received, without further purication. Copper(II), cobalt(II)
and nickel(II) acetates were supplied by Acros Organics and
Iron(II) acetate was supplied by Aldrich. The salts were heated in a
vacuum oven for 2 h at 110  C before use as complexing agents.
Solution preparation
The block copolymer solutions with concentrations varying
from 5 to 35 wt% in diﬀerent ternary or binary solvent mixtures
(all indicated ratios are in wt%) were stirred overnight at
100 rpm at room temperature for scattering characterization.
For cryo-electron microscopy the solutions were prepared in
1DMF : 1THF : 1DOX (wt% ratio). In some of the samples,
metal acetates were added to the casting solution.
Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS)
The SAXS experiments were performed at the beam line B1 of
DORIS III, HASYLAB of the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron
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(DESY) in Hamburg, Germany. The solution was placed into 2 mm
diameter quartz capillaries with the aid of a syringe and sealed
with an epoxy glue. Solutions with viscosity too high to ll the
capillaries were held between Kapton lms in a cuvette during the
measurements, which were done in a vacuum (P ¼ 104 mbar).
The X-ray wavelength was l ¼ 1.764 Å, with a photon ux of
108 photons per s on the sample. The scattering vector
magnitude q is dened as q ¼ (4p/l) sin q, where q is half of the
scattering angle. The scattered photons were detected on a
single-photon counting PILATUS 1M detector (Dectris) that was
positioned 3.6 m behind the sample. Each sample was
measured for 10 or 15 min with three to ve repetitions to
observe if the samples remained stable. The obtained 2D
images were normalized by incoming intensity ux and sample
transmission and then integrated over the azimuth angle. The
positions and full-width half maximum (FWHM) values of
observed peaks were obtained via a tting of multiple Gaussians
to the q-squared multiplied intensity, I(q)q2. Throughout the
paper “d-spacing” means the d ¼ 2p/q* spacing calculated from
the rst intensity maximum located at position q*.
Cryo-eld emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM)
The low temperature SEM was performed using a Quorum
PP2000T cryo-transfer system (Quorum Technologies, Newhaven,
UK) attached to an FEI Nova Nano630 SEM with a eld emission
electron source and through-the lens electron detector. A small
amount of the polymer solution (ca. 2 mm droplet) was placed
between two rivets secured on an aluminum stub on the specimen holder. The sample holder, attached to a transfer rod, was
then rapidly plunged into a liquid nitrogen slush and under
vacuum transferred into a PP2000T preparation chamber precooled at 180  C and allowed to equilibrate for 2 min. The
sample temperature was raised to 170  C and a fracture of the
polymer solution was obtained by hitting the top rivet with a knife
and removing it from the top surface. The revealed fractured
plane of the polymer was sublimed at 90  C. The sublimation
time was optimized according to the concentration of the solution. More concentrated solutions required shorter sublimation
time (5 min for 22 wt%) while less concentrated solutions (15
wt%) required 15 min. To avoid charging problems the sample
was sputter-coated with 5 nm-thick platinum in an argon atmosphere. The sample was then transferred to a SEM cryo-stage,
which was held at 115  C and high-resolution SEM images were
captured. In all cases, the imaging is performed using an accelerating voltage of 5 kV and a working distance of 5–6 mm.
Membrane preparation and characterization by eld emission
scanning electron microscopy (FESEM)
The membranes shown in Fig. 1 were prepared by dissolving PSb-P4VP 175k-b-65k g mol1 copolymers in a mixture of
1DMF : 1THF : 1DOX (weight ratios). The membranes were cast
on glass plates, by using casting blades with 200 mm gate height.
The solvent was let to evaporate for up to 20 s and the lm was
then immersed in water. All the membranes were made at
room temperature of about 20  C and approximately 60%
relative humidity.
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The membrane surfaces were imaged with a FEI Nova
Nano630 microscope equipped with a through-the lens electron
detector at accelerating voltages of 5 kV, spot size of 1–2 and
working distances of 2–5 mm. To prevent surface charging the
samples were sputter coated with 3 nm thick Pt using a K575X
sputter-coater (Quorum Technologies, Newhaven, UK).
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Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) simulations
DPD simulations were carried out using the LAMMPS soware
package.42 The particle number density was r ¼ 3/(rc)3 (rc ¼ cutoﬀ radius) with a cubic box edge length of 180 nm. PS–PS, P4VP–
P4VP and solvent–solvent interactions were all set to aii ¼ 25.
The selective nature of the solvent was modeled by varying the
PS–solvent interaction aij from 25 to 60. The diblock copolymer
molecule was represented by 16 interconnected beads, and
the structure of the chain was adjusted by harmonic
springs (equilibrium length ro ¼ 0.75rc and spring constant Ks ¼
50kBT/rc), and angles between three consecutive beads (equilibrium angle ro ¼ 180 degrees and bending constant Kb ¼
10kBT). More details are given in the ESI.†
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Abstract
Time-resolved grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) and cryo-microscopy
were used for the first time to understand the pore evolution by copolymer assembly, leading to
the formation of isoporous membranes with exceptional porosity and regularity. The formation
of copolymer micelle strings in solution (in DMF/DOX/THF and DMF/DOX) was confirmed by
cryo field emission scanning electron microscopy (cryo-FESEM) with a distance of 72 nm
between centers of micelles placed in different strings. SAXS measurement of block copolymer
solutions in DMF/DOX indicated hexagonal assembly with micelle-to-micelle distance of 84-87
nm for 14 to 20 wt % copolymer solutions. GISAXS in-plane peaks were detected, revealing
order close to hexagonal. The d-spacing corresponding to the first peak in this case was 100-130
nm (lattice constant 115-150 nm) for 17 wt % copolymer solutions evaporating up to 100 s.
Time-resolved cryo-FESEM showed the formation of incipient pores on the film surface after 4s
copolymer solution casting with distances between void centers of 125 nm.

1. Introduction

Amphiphilic block copolymers are known for their self-assembly, which allows the fabrication
of a variety of bottom up nanostructured materials.

[1-4]

Thermodynamic interactions between

blocks are the main factor guiding the morphology, but additionally these materials have the
possibility to form a myriad of structures in kinetically trapped states.

[5]

Highly ordered

nanostructure can be used in several applications such as ultrafiltration for water treatment
selective separation of solutes for pharmaceutical and food industry

[7]

, drug delivery

[6]

,

[8]

,

medical filtration needs such as dialysis [9] and data storage [10] .
The relevance of block copolymer micelle assembly in the fabrication of isoporous asymmetric
membranes by solution casting and immersion in a non-solvent bath has been recently
demonstrated.

[11-15]

The membrane manufacture process consists of doctor-blading a block

copolymer solution, brief partial solvent evaporation and immersion in a non-solvent bath
(usually water). The immersion in water kinetically traps the morphology guided by selfassembly in solution. A highly ordered selective layer is formed on the top of the membrane. A
sub-layer with a gradient of pore sizes is formed by the co- occurrence of macrophase separation,
which follows a mechanism of spinodal decomposition or nucleation and growth.

[16]

Water-

solvent exchange takes place, leading to gelation and interruption of the phase separation.
Knowing the structure development is of major interest for membrane developers. Being able to
control both the self-assembly morphology and the sub-layer phase separation is the key to tailor
porosity and selectivity in polymeric membranes.

The first evidences that self-assembly and order in solution are correlated to the final membrane
morphology have been recently reported.

[13-15]

But the results so far were indirect and static,

based on small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and microscopy investigation of systems with
compositions analogous to those used for membrane formation. We used now time-resolved
grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) to follow in situ the morphology
evolution during solvent evaporation, a decisive step of membrane formation. GISAXS was
chosen due to the possibility of performing the experiment under real conditions (evaporation in
normal atmosphere), practically no need of additional sample preparation, very fast
measurements achieved at the synchrotron sources [17-20] and potential for probing information on
the sample surface. The scattering measurements were complemented by time-resolved cryo
field emission scanning electron microscopy (cryo-FESEM) to image the block copolymer
assembly within and on the surface of the solvent solution as the solvent evaporates.
2. Experimental
Materials
Poly (styrene-b-4-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P4VP) with molecular weight 175k-b-65k g/mol and
polydispersity 1.09 was purchased from Polymer Source. The block copolymer was purified by
dissolution in dimethylformamide (DMF) and precipitation in water, followed by extraction in
ethanol for 2 days. The block copolymer was then filtered and dried in vacuum oven overnight at
60 °C. Block copolymer solutions with the following composition were prepared: 15 wt%
copolymer in 1:1:1 DMF/1,4-dioxane (DOX) / tetrahydrofuran (THF) solvent mixture and 17 wt
% copolymer in 1:1 DMF / DOX, stirred overnight.

Cryo-field emission scanning electron microscopy (Cryo-FESEM)
The cryo-microscopy was performed on a Nova Nano 630 FEI microscope, equipped with
cryogenic system. The voltage used was 5 kV, at spot size one (7 pA) and working distance of 5
mm. The temperature of the sample was kept at -115 °C. Liquid nitrogen was used in all heat
exchange units of the cryogenic system. Two similar procedures were followed to image
solutions. In the first case, a solution droplet was placed on the sample holder, between two
rivets, frozen in liquid nitrogen for a few seconds and transferred to the preparation chamber
where it was fractured (at -170 °C). The revealed fractured surface was sublimed at -90 °C to
eliminate any presence of condensed ice. The sublimation time was optimized according to the
concentration of the solution. More concentrated solutions required shorter sublimation time (5
min for 22 wt%) while less concentrated (15 wt %) required 15 min. To avoid charging issues,
the samples were coated with platinum (at -115 °C) inside the chamber, after sublimation. The
second procedure for imaging consisted of using a flat aluminum sample holder, on top of which
the polymer solution could be doctor-bladed. A gate height of 200 µm was used. The sample
holder was then immersed in liquid nitrogen slush within 4s. The next steps were the same as
followed for the solution droplet, as described above, including sublimation and sputter coating
before imaging.

Grazing-incidence X-ray scattering (GISAXS)
GISAXS measurements were performed at the beam line D1 of the Cornell High Energy
Synchrotron Source CHESS. The beam energy was 10.6 keV with a sample-to-detector distance
of 1.859 m. The beam line was equipped with an in situ doctor blading system[20] , which

allowed the control of coating speed, film thickness, initial and final blade position. A fixed
coating gap of 200 µm was used throughout. A microscope glass slide was used as a substrate for
the polymeric films. The substrate was positioned on the sample goniometer, where a prealignment of height and incident angle was performed. An incidence angle of 0.12 deg was used
in all casting experiments, chosen to be smaller than the critical angle of the substrate and close,
just above that of the polymer film. The blade was then positioned in the initial position and the
polymer solution could be placed on the substrate with the use of a pipette. The X-ray
measurements started immediately after the motor of the automatic casting system stopped. Data
were taken every 4 s. The time interval corresponded to 1 sec exposure and 3 sec detector readout time. Three casting speeds were investigated: 17,500 µm/s (similar to the conditions applied
for membrane manufacture in the laboratory), 3,000 µm/s and 1,000 µm/s. X-ray detector was a
MedOptics CCD camera with a pixel size of (46.9 mm)2 and 10242 pixels; the detector was
protected from the intense scattering in the incident plane by a 2 mm diameter tantalum rod. The
data analysis was done with the following considerations. The film surface is defined as x-y
plane, x being the direction of the incident beam. The scattering image was analyzed in different
directions. Image cuts generated an integrated plot. A vertical or orthogonal cut at constant
scattering vector, qy gave information on the structures out of the plane, in the z-direction. A
horizontal cut on the data at constant qz gave information on the lateral or x-y in-plane structure
of the sample.

Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)

The SAXS experiments were performed at the beam line B1 of DORIS III of the Deutsches
Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) in Hamburg, Germany. The solution was placed into 2 mm
quartz capillaries with the aid of a syringe and sealed with epoxy glue. Concentrated copolymer
solutions, with high viscosity were placed between two Kapton films in cuvettes instead of
capillaries. The X-ray wavelength was λ = 1.764 Å, with photon flux of ~108 photons/s and
sample to detector distance of 3.6 m. The scattering vector q is defined as q = (4π sin(ψ/2)/λ,
where ψ is the scattering angle. The detector used was PILATUS 1M, which has pixel size of
172 x 172 µm2.
3. Results and Discussion
Cryo-FESEM was applied to image the block copolymer assembly in the casting solutions used
for fabrication of membranes. 15 to 20 wt % copolymer solutions have been used before for
membrane manufacture

[11-15]

, optimized according to copolymer molecular weight, solvent and

complexing additives. Figure 1 shows images of different copolymer solutions. Fractured
droplets of 15, 18, 20 and 22 wt% PS-b-P4VP solutions in DMF/DOX/THF, with practically no
evaporation time can be seen in Figure 1a. Micelles are clearly detected, which assemble in
different configurations as the concentration increases. Up to 20 wt% polymer micelle strings
were observed, practically parallel to each other. In solutions with 22 wt% copolymer no
parallel strings could be seen anymore and micelles tend to assemble in an interconnected
network. Figure 1b was obtained in a condition closer to that experienced in the real membrane
manufacture, at the moment immediately before immersion in water. A 200 µm 17 wt% PS-bP4VP solution in DMF/DOX was doctor-bladed, evaporated during 4 s, frozen and fractured in
the cryo-microscope.

A much more ordered structure was imaged.

Cylindrical structures

orthogonal to the film surface can be seen. Apparently the block copolymer micelles merge,

forming secondary structures in the form of strings. The space between strings would give rise to
pores, if the structured would be immobilized by fast solvent exchange immersion in water.
Although giving a valuable representation of the assembled structure during pore formation,
electron microscopy does not allow a real-time, direct observation of the structure evolution, due
to the experimental restriction of conducting the experiments under vacuum. GISAXS is a
unique characterization method for time-resolved structure characterization.

(Figure 1)

GISAXS experiments were used to probe the evolution of the surface morphology and
substructures during evaporation. The GISAXS measurements were taken at t0 = 4s after doctor
blading. The typical time of evaporation previously used in membrane preparation with a
mixture of three solvents (DMF/DOX/THF) is 20 s.

[13, 14]

In order to obtain more information

during the evaporation process, a new system of two solvents was optimized with longer
evaporation time. The development of the structures in this optimized system was compatible
with the time resolution of the GISAXS experiment.

(Figure 2)

Two solvent mixtures were therefore investigated by GISAXS: 17 wt % copolymer in 1:1
DMF/DOX and 15 wt % copolymer in 1:1:1 DMF/DOX/THF. The triple solvent system has a

faster evaporation rate due to the presence of the more volatile solvent THF. Due to this reason
the sample distances quickly reached values above the spatial resolution of the GISAXS beam
line. The GISAXS investigation of the double solvent system optimized to reach the same
structure within a longer evaporation period could be better investigated

in time-resolved

experiments. The membrane obtained after casting the copolymer solution in DMF/DOX and
immediately (after ca. 4 s seconds) immersing in water is shown in Figure 2. Selected 2-D
GISAXS images can be seen in Figure 3. The images were analyzed with Fit 2D software by
taking two cuts in the image: a horizontal cut, which contains details of the size distribution
parallel to the sample surface and a vertical cut with details perpendicular to the sample surface.
[21]

(Figure 3)

Figure 4 shows the treated data from the GISAXS images, obtained in a time series as the
solvent evaporates. As the solvent evaporates, peaks become more evident and can be identified
as a hexagonal morphology. By normalizing q values for each peak in relation to first one, q*,
the detected scattering patterns can be analyzed and assigned to a characteristic order. The peaks
appear at q/q*=√3, √7,~√12, which is a typical series for 2D hexagonal structure[22], although a
peak at q/q*=√4 is missing to complete a perfect hexagonal order classification.

(Figure 4)

In concentrated solutions, the micelles strongly interact with each other. Dioxane has a low polar
contribution to the solubility parameter [15], similar to styrene. But by taking in consideration the
values of polarity and hydrogen bond to the solubility parameter, DMF is a poorer solvent than
DMF/DOX for both styrene and pyridine. For a copolymer solution in DMF/DOX, as dioxane
evaporates, the copolymer concentration increases and at the same time the solvent mixture
becomes worse for both blocks. The inter-micellar interaction increases and eventually induces
the formation of aggregates, similar to those reported for PS-b-P(acrylic acid) by Zhang et al as
having a “pearl necklace” structure.

[23]

The aggregates are the precursors of the structures in

Figure 1b.
SAXS experiments obtained with bulk solutions inserted in capillaries or in Kapton sample
holders confirmed that 175k-b-65k PS-b-P4VP solutions in DMF/DOX with copolymer
concentration range between 14 to 20 wt % have 2D hexagonal order. The d-spacing for
solutions with these concentrations are between 73 and 75 nm (Figure 5), much lower than the
corresponding values detected by GISAXS (estimated from in-plane first peaks shown in Figure
4a) during evaporation. Figure 5b shows that d-spacing values for the GISAXS experiments are
between 100 and 130 nm (for evaporation time up to 100 s. Figure 4b merely shows the
Yoneda[24] peaks of the film and the substrate at the respective critical angles, but no Bragg
reflections. This supports standing cylindrical morphology. In an hexagonal cylindrical assembly
the distance between cylinders, a, could be estimated as a = d /sin(60o). Therefore a values of
84-87 nm were found by SAXS for copolymer concentrations 14 to 20 wt %. Values of 115 nm
to 150 nm were estimated from time-resolved GISAXS experiments (Figure 4a and 5b) with 17
wt % copolymer solutions in DMF/DOX followed up to 100s.

(Figure 5)

According to the cryo-microscopy shown in Figure 1b, the periodic distance between centers of
aligned micelle strings is around 72 nm.

(Figure 6)

This significant difference in the d-spacing and a values measured by GISAXS in-plane and
SAXS is possibly related to the change of scattering bodies in these two experiments. SAXS
probes the solution bulk, in which the micelles are the scattering entities dispersed in the solvent.
The lattice constant, a,corresponds to the inter-micellar distance in this case. GISAXS analyses
both surface and the first bulk sub-layers. The reason for the large d-spacing measured by inplane GISAXS can be understood with help of additional cryo-microscopy experiments. Figure
5 shows the cryo-FESEM image of the surface of a layer of 15 wt % PS-b-P4VP solution in
DMF/THF/DOX. After 4 s evaporation the film was frozen and the surface was imaged in a
cryo-FESEM. Curvatures or cavities seem to be created during solvent evaporation. These voids
can be seen as precursors of the membrane pores and might act as strong scattering sites in
GISAXS experiments reported in Figure 4a and 5b. The d-spacings (and corresponding a lattice
constant values) from GISAXS could reflect a combination of surface scattering (corresponding
to inter-cavity distances) and sub-layer (bulk) scattering (corresponding to inter-micellar

distances). The average distance between two voids centers in Figure 6 is 125 nm for
copolymer/DMF/DOX systems.

4. Conclusion
The structure evolution during solvent evaporation of block copolymer solutions was followed
by time-resolved GISAXS and cryo-FESEM. This important step in the fabrication of isoporous
membranes was probed for the first time with techniques that allowed real time in-situ studies of
such a fast process. We detected the block copolymer self-assembly order via X-ray scattering.
We were also able to show that the micelles from the casting solution form secondary structures
during the evaporation process. With the comparison between SAXS and cryo-FESEM
measurements it was shown that aligned micelle strings are formed in solution, with micelle
centers 72 nm distant from each other. Hexagonal micellar order was detected in solution. Lattice
constants of 115 - 150 nm were estimated from time-resolved GISAXS experiments with 17 wt
% copolymer solutions in DMF/DOX followed during 100 s. Regular voids with centers 125 nm
apart from each other were detected by cryo-FESEM 4 s after solution casting. These voids can
be seen as precursors of membrane pores, which become visible before consolidation by
immersion in water.
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Figure 1. Cryo-fracture of block copolymer solutions: (a) fractured droplets of 15, 18, 20 and 22 wt% PSb-P4VP solutions in DMF/DOX/THF and (b) film of 17wt% PS-b-P4VP in DMF/DOX, doctor-bladed and
fractured after 4 s of evaporation, sublimated for 15 min inside the FESEM chamber; (top, right) proposed
structure and dimensions of assembly of micelle strings.

1 µm

Figure 2

Figure 2. PS-b-P4VP membrane cast from 17 wt % copolymer solution in DMF/DOX immersed in water.
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Figure 3. GISAXS 2D-patterns for thin films of 17 wt % and 15 wt % PS-b-P4VP solutions in DMF/DOX
and DMF/DOX/THF, respectively. Evaporation time t= 0 s, 360 s and completely dry film.
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Figure 4. GISAXS data for a 17 wt % PS-b-P4VP solution in DMF/DOX: (a) In-plane scattering peaks
and (b) Orthogonal scattering peak; evolution as evaporation proceeds.
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Figure 5. d-spacing (first reflection), obtained by (a) SAXS experiments as a function of block copolymer
concentration and (b) by GISAXS experiments as a function of evaporation time for a 17 wt % PS-b-P4VP
solution in DMF/DOX.
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Figure 6. Cryo-FESEM image of the surface of a 15 wt % PS-b-P4VP solution film in DMF/THF/DOX
(doctor-bladed as 200 µm layer), 4 s after casting; inset: FESEM image of the corresponding membrane
formed after immersion in water.
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Chapter IX
Appendix D: Theoretical
background
IX.1

Statistical Description of polymeric systems

A thermodynamical system composed of large molecules such as polymers have a
different statistical treatment due to the added degreed of entropy that different
conformations of the polymeric chain can adopt. In this annex the definition of
the free energy of mixing of polymer systems in high concentration (i.e. non ideal
solution) will be demonstrated.
The free energy of mixing (∆FM IX ) is defined as:

∆FM IX = ∆HM IX − T ∆SM IX

(IX.1)

where the entropy (∆SM IX ) and entalphy (or heat) of mixing (∆HM IX ) must be
defined for large polymer systems.
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IX.1.1

Configurational Entropy

Considering a system with two components, the polymer molecules (1) and solvent
molecules (2).The ideal definition of entropy of mixing is [104]:

∆SM IX = −R[n1 lnX1 + n2 lnX2 ]

(IX.2)

in which R is the ideal gas constant, ni the number of moles of the each component
and Xi their molar fraction. This equation is determined by ∆SM IX = klnΩ, in which
Ω is the number of possible arrangements of microstates. However polymer molecules
diverge from ideality, having a higher entropy than the predicted by Equation IX.2.
This divergence from ideality has been quantitatively defined independently by Paul
Flory [104] and Maurice Huggins [105]. They use a lattice approximation to calculate
the configurational entropy of the polymer solution.
The solution is described as bodies of equal sizes that occupy the available spaces
in a lattice, as seen in Figure IX.1. In Figure IX.1 (a) a solution of monomers is
depicted. The occupation of the lattice sites follows the ideality and the entropy of
mixing can be described by Equation IX.2. In Figure IX.1 (b) one polymer molecules
is depicted within the solvent.

(a)

(b)

Figure IX.1: Representation of the two components in the lattice description, (a) a
solution of monomers and (b) a solution with one polymer molecule [106].
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We will consider that the lattice has a number of available slots defined by n0 =
n1 + xn2 , in which x is the number of monomers in the polymer molecule (degree of
polymerization). The number of possible states of the polymer molecule is determined
by virtually placing each monomer in the lattice. Let’s consider that there are already
a number i of polymer molecules in the lattice. The available spaces to place the next
monomer is then n0 − xi.
Now let’s define the number of available slots next to this monomer as z. This
is the coordination number or number of nearest neighbors. The second monomer
could be placed in any of these z slots unless one of the slots is already taken by
a monomer of another polymer, then the possibility would be z − 1. Therefore we
should define a quantity fi that describes the possibility of a giving cell to be occupied
by a previous monomer. Therefore the available numbers of slots is expected for the
second monomer is z(1 − fi ). For the third monomer it will be (z − 1)(1 − fi ), and
also for all the following monomers.
Considering that the monomers we placed were part of the polymer of the order
i + 1, the possible number of combinations for this polymer is:

νi+1 = (n0 − xi)z(z − 1)x−2 (1 − fi )x−1

(IX.3)

Therefore, for the whole system of n1 polymers the number of combinations is:
n

1
1 Y
νi
Ω=
n1 ! i=1

(IX.4)

since the polymers might have different configurations, we consider them as distinct molecules. The term

1
n1 !

will reduce the actual number of combinations by the

n1 ! possibilities to arrange the distinct polymers.
In order to determine the entropy by the equation S1 = klnΩ (being k the Boltzmann constant), we need to define fi . The value of fi is approximately the fraction
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of occupied cells by the molecule i:

fi = 1 −

n0 − xi
n0

(IX.5)

which will yield:

νi+1 = (n0 − xi)x [(z − 1)/n0 ]x−1

(IX.6)

which can be approximated with small error as:
(n0 − xi)!
[(z − 1)/n0 ]x−1
[n0 − x(i + 1)]!

(IX.7)

n0 !
[(z − 1)/n0 ]n1 (x−1)
(n0 − xn1 )!n1 !

(IX.8)

νi+1 =
And therefore:

Ω=

And the configurational entropy of the solution can be finally determined substituting n0 = xn1 + n2 and using the Stirling’s approximation, as:

S = −k{n1 ln

n1
n2
z−1
+ n2 ln
− n1 (x − 1)ln
}
xn1 + n2
xn1 + n1
e

(IX.9)

This equation refers to the final state of the mixture. Assuming the initial state
to be the pure disoriented polymer, the entropy is found by making n2 = 0:
1
z−1
S0 = −kn1 {ln − (x − 1)ln
}
x
e

(IX.10)

for large molecules, x is large and the first term of Equation IX.10 is negligible
comparing to the second term. Therefore:

S0 = kn1 [(x − 1)ln

z−1
]
e

(IX.11)
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The entropy of mixing is then:

∆SM IX = S − S0 = −k{n1 ln

n2
n1
+ n2 ln
}
xn1 + n2
xn1 + n1

∆SM IX
(xn1 + n2 )
(xn1 + n1 )
= n1 ln
+ n2 ln
k
n1
n2

(IX.12)

(IX.13)

As defined by both Flory [104, 106] and Huggins [105].

IX.1.2

Heat of Mixing

In the lattice model the possible contacts with neighbor molecules can be [1, 1], [2, 2]
and [1, 2]. The following stoichiometric relation follows [106]:
1
1
[1, 1] + [2, 2] = [1, 2]
2
2

(IX.14)

Let w be the energy associated to those contacts such that the energy for the
contact of a polymer segment with a solvent is:
1
∆w12 = w12 − (w11 + w22 )
2

(IX.15)

The total number of these contacts is given by z −1 for both ends of each molecule
and z − 2 for all the other x − 2 monomers. For all molecules the number of contacts
will be [x(z − 2) + 2]n1 . For large values of x and z this number can be approximated
by xzn1 . Therefore:

∆HM IX = xzn1 ∆w12 p12

(IX.16)

where p12 is the probability of having the contacts between species 1 and 2. This
probability is approximately the volume fraction p12 ∼
= v2 of the solvent in the solution
[106]. The volume fractions are given as:
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and therefore

v1
xn1

=

v2
.
n2




v1 =

xn1
xn1 +n2



v2 =

n2
xn1 +n2

The probability is then p12 ∼
= v2 =

(IX.17)

v1 n2
,
xn1

which substituted

in Equation IX.16 yields:

∆HM IX = zv1 n2 ∆w12

(IX.18)

∆HM IX = kT χ12 v1 n2

(IX.19)

which can be rewritten as:

in which χ12 is the Flory-Huggins parameter defined as:

χ12 =

z
z
1
∆w12 =
[w12 − (w11 + w22 )]
kT
kT
2

(IX.20)

as can be found at Flory [106], cited by Bates [18] and Chapter II of this dissertation. The free energy of mixing from Equation IX.1 is then found to be:

∆FM IX = kT [n1 lnv1 + n2 lnv2 + χ12 v1 n2 ]

IX.2

(IX.21)

Physics of X-ray Scattering

The scattering of x-ray consists of the constructive interference of the beam within
the inter atomic spacing, analogously to the diffraction of light. The scattering is
described by the amplitude factor (Fhkl ) [107]:

Fhkl =

n=N
X
n=0

fn exp{2πi(hxn + kyn + lzn )}

(IX.22)
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which is the sum of the contribution of the N atoms, being fn the atomic scattering
factor. The vector ~q, or scattering vector, contains the information on the amplitude
and phase of the scattered waves, being the phase defined as:

φ = 2π(hxn + kyn + lzn )

(IX.23)

hxn + kyn + lzn defines the scattering direction of the hkl plane, which is used to
calculate the interference os the scattered waves. When hxn + kyn + lzn = 0 there is
complete constructive interference.
The atomic scattering factor fn is the amplitude of scattering of an atom normalized by the amplitude of scattering of a single electron. When the scattering angle is
zero, this contribution will be equal to the number of electrons (Z).
In order to determine the crystal structure from the structural factor data, firstly
it is necessary to determine the size of the unit cell, and then the type of lattice.
However determining the overall lattice is not a straightforward method because Fhkl
is a wave equation and loses its phase information when recorded (similarly to photography for visible light). The intensities recorded in the x-ray detectors is proportional
to the square of the amplitude of the scattered wave. When Fhkl (which is an imaginary vector) is squared it becomes a real number, therefore losing the imaginary
contribution related to the phase angle. This is known as the phase problem and
it means that a scattering profile cannot be converted mathematically back into the
3D representation of the lattice.

IX.2.1

Fourier Analysis

In order to understand the relation of the maxima of scattering intensity to the position os the atoms in the lattice (hkl) it is necessary to use Fourier analysis. To solve
Equation IX.22 we need to express fn in the same parameters as Fhkl . The atomic
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scattering factor is proportional to the number of electrons, as the electrons are the
elements that cause the scattering. We approximate fn in terms of the tridimensional
electron density (ρxyz ):
Z

a

Z bZ

c

ρxyz dxdydz

fn =
0

0

(IX.24)

0

as the the number of electrons in a volume element dV is: Ne = ρxyz dV and
dV =

V
,
abc

Fhkl

being a, b, c the unit cell axes. Therefore the resulting scattering factor is:

V
=
abc

Z

a

Z bZ

c

ρxyz exp{2πi[h(x/a) + k(y/b) + l(z/c)]}dxdydz
0

0

(IX.25)

0

To solve this equation, we express the electron density ρxyz in terms of a tridimensional Fourier series. Simplifying for an one-dimensional case:

ρxyz =

n=N
X
n=0

x
An cos2πn( )
a

(IX.26)

for (h, k, l) = (h, 0, 0) (1-D approximation):

Fh00 =

n=N
X
n=0

Z

x=a

x=0

x
x
An cos2πn( )cos2πh( )dx
a
a

(IX.27)

using trigonometric identities:

Fh00

Z x=a
Z x=a
n=N
1X
x
x
An [
cos2π(n + h)( )dx +
cos2π(n − h)( )dx]
=
2 n=0
a
a
x=0
x=0

Using the fact that n and h are integral numbers, and that

R x=a
x=0

(IX.28)

cos0dx = a,

the constant An is found to be proportional to the structural factor Fh00 , such that
A0 = (1/a)F000 , Ah = (2/a)Fh00 and A−h = (2/a)F−h00 . The electron density in one
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dimension is then:

ρx =

h=N
1 X
x
Fh00 cos2πh( )
a h=−N
a

(IX.29)

and the tridimensional case is then:

ρxyz =

h=N k=N l=N
1 X X X
y
z
x
Fhkl cos2π[h( ) + k( ) + l( )]
V h=−N k=−N l=−N
a
b
c

(IX.30)

The values of Fhkl can be determined from the values of fn vs. sin λθ found in
international tables. The maxima of electron density determine the position of the
atoms in the lattice. In order words, this is how the phenomenon of scattering generates an image in the reciprocal space through Fourier transformation. However
this demonstration is valid only for centrosymmetric crystal structures. For more
complex structures other mathematical tools are necessary such as the Patterson
functions [107].

IX.2.2

Polycrystalline Structures

In the case of randomly distributed crystals, the observed scattering pattern will be a
ring instead of defined intensity maxima points. This happens because the scattering
planes are arranged in many possible directions. Figure IX.2 shows an example of
a same polymer system in the crystallized form after melt and after sheer (in which
the crystals adopted a certain orientation). In the later case, the orientation can
be determine in terms of the plans hkl, however for the case of randomly oriented
crystals there is no such information.
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(a)

(b)

Figure IX.2: X-ray scattering of polypropylene (a) crystallized after melt and (b)
crystallized after the application of sheer [107].

IX.2.3

Scattering of Micelles

The intensity of the small angle scattering of micelles can be described in terms of
the decoupling approximation as [4, 59, 60]:

I(~q) = np S(~q)P (~q)

(IX.31)

in which ~q is the scattering vector, np is the density of micelles, S(~q) is the effective
structural factor and P (~q) the form factor. The form factor P (~q) gives information
about the shape of the micelle and is proportional to the structural factor Fhkl (or
F (~q)):

P (~q) = |F (~q)|2

(IX.32)

there are several values for P (~q) calculated in the literature, depending on the
shape of the micelle (spherical, cyllindrical, etc.) [4, 59]. The effective structural
factor S(~q) arrises from the interaction of the micelles, and therefore is significant
only in concentrated solutions [60]. If the micelles are considered the same shape, the
effective structural factor can be found dividing the intensity by the form factor P (~q).
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If the micelles have long-range order the scattering pattern resembles the one from
XRD, allowing the determination of the crystalline structure from the same principles
described in this section [73]. According to the theory of Ruland and Wolff, the lattice
factor F (~q) is then defined as [73]:

F (~q) =

(2π)d−1 c X
2
mhkl fhkl
Lhkl (~q)
nvd Ωd q d−1 hkl

(IX.33)

in which n is the number of particles per unit cell, d is the order of the dimension
(d=1,2 or 3), fhkl is a symmetry factor, vd=3 is the volume of the unit cell, Ωd the
angle of scattering and Lhkl a normalized function that defines the peak shape. In
Figure IX.3 some examples of lattices and some scattering vectors q~hkl that describe
the position of reflections for the planes (hkl) are shown [73].

(a)

(b)

Figure IX.3: (a) Common lattices for the scattering of micelles and (b) the positions
of the reflections q~hkl for different lattices [73].
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